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From the Chairman

The Congress & new teaching
by Jeremy Dhondy

T

he editor has decreed that my article must
start with a limerick in honour of National
Poetry Day (October 6th). I scored poorly at
school with any attempts at poetry so needed some
help. A clever Chairman, of course, appoints an
official (unpaid) limerick writer. That honour has
gone to the Vice Chairman.

At bridge it's best, in the main,
To employ one's considerable brain.
A throw-in, a squeeze,
I deploy them with ease.
(So that'll be one off again).
As the Editor said one limerick I’ve decided to
rebel with a second produced by a gainfully
employed houseguest:

My NGS rank so they say
Will tell me how good is my play
But my partner's a clown
His mistakes drag me down
So why do I check every day?
August saw the move of our biggest tournament
from Brighton to Eastbourne. There were loads of
positives, My own bill for parking went from over
£80 last year to almost nothing this year which was
a pleasant surprise. Eastbourne is not so rabidly anti
motorist as Brighton. Other costs such as hotels and
restaurants were also lower and, of course, the entry
fees.
Next year we will be back at Eastbourne slightly
earlier so as not to clash with the Air Show when the
noise would be too much to bear and hotel rooms
hard to come by. That also means no bank holiday
clash. Meanwhile the tournament committee will
consider the feedback to see if improvements can be
made to next year’s event. I hope to see many of you
there and you can read about the event on page 40.
The Summer Congress sees some awards given by
the EBU to members. Others are awarded at the
AGM in November. One highlight was being able to
award life membership to Jim Proctor. Jim has been
www.ebu.co.uk
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a tournament director for upwards of 40 years until
he retired earlier this year and there are few
tournament players who haven’t come across his
attention to detail, his first class handwriting and
his great knowledge of the game. We will miss his
directing services but hope he turns up to some of
our events to play for a change.
It is often said, with some truth, that our
membership is ageing. That seems true if you look
at a club evening or a tournament and one
important thing to do if we want to keep our
membership steady or increasing is to find new
members. A key way to do this is by teaching
newcomers and getting them involved in our clubs.
Some clubs have difficulty running lessons
particularly if they don’t have their own premises
and some teachers have difficulty getting enough
students. Our sister charity EBED sought to attack
the second problem by taking an advert in the Daily
Telegraph in late August. The idea, assuming we got
any responses was to put prospective students in
touch with local teachers. Advertising, as you might
imagine, is not cheap so we hoped to have a decent
number of replies and feared not too many. In the
event the telephone lines were very busy with calls
and emails came in as well. More than 500 of them
in the first few days after the advert ran. So we hope
that those teachers and clubs who showed an
interest get a healthy influx of students and we aim
to do the same again next year.
If your club wasn’t involved this year and you run
lessons then please let EBED know. They will be
delighted to add you to the list. Another way to
promote membership long term is to attract more
juniors to the game. Two counties organised junior
camps this year in Ardingly, Sussex and in
Cheltenham, while Middlesex ran a series of lessons
(page 54). All were successful and hopefully will be
repeated together with others from yet unserved
parts of the country. Teaching and help for juniors
are two very useful things your county can be
involved in.
r
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Bridge Tips
Jump shifts in the majors

click

by David Gold
A Grand Master fraught in her dreams
Missed the train to mixed pivot teams.
Her subbed hubby Jock
Rocked up in her frock
And stockings with painted-on seams
Peter Speller

C

onsider this sequence:
1t-1´, 2t-2´

Traditionally this shows six spades and anything
from a minimum response up to a hand which is
not good enough to jump to 3´ invitational. Does
responder have:
´
™
t
®

Hand A
KQ8763
J84
52
63

´
™
t
®

Hand B
KJ9875
K84
K5
73

´
™
t
®

Hand C
KJ9875
A84
K5
75

their suit which is mildy encouraging, they can just
pass 2™/´, or bid a new suit which is forcing for one
round.
Playing this allows the sequence 1t-1´, 2®-2´ to
show a better hand: 9-11 (bad 12) points with a 6card suit and invitational. In fact, anytime you
respond 1™/´ and then show a 6-card suit after a
non-forcing bid (except 1NT) you are showing 9-11
points. Also, the jump to 2™/´ is preemptive:
´
™
t
®

™Q 7 2

tA Q J 6 2

®Q J 8 6

This is a perfectly respectable opening bid, but
even 2´ may be too high.
My recommendation is that you play a jump to
two of a major after an opening 1®/1t/1™ as
showing a six card suit and about four to eight
points (like opening a weak 2). Over the 2™/´
response, opener can bid 2NT as an enquiry with a
good hand – use your favourite weak two
continuations here. Otherwise, opener can rebid
6
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A9
KQ765
KJ76
J3

W

West
1™
2t
3´
´
™
t
®

A9
KQ765
KJ76
J3

´
™
t
®

842
3
AJ873
AQJ2

West
1t
2®
Pass

E

´
™
t
®

K Q 10 8 7 3
A4
Q53
62

East
1´
2´ (9-11)
4´

W

West
1™
Pass

Even with Hand C responder is not keen to jump
to 3´ only to find partner opened with, say:
´2

link

E

´
™
t
®

QJ8732
A2
853
62

East
2´

W

E

´
™
t
®

AJ3
K 10 8 7 6 2
K2
83

East
1™
2™ (9-11)

Here we see West able to stop at a safe level.
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

A3
A84
AQ732
A72
West
1t
2NT
3NT

W

E

´
™
t
®

K Q 10 7 4 2
96
85
943

East
2´
3t (minimum hand and
good suit)

So what does the sequence 1t-1´, 2®-3´ show
now? I like to play that a jump rebid in a major
shows an old-fashioned strong jump shift type of
hand. A self-supporting 6-card suit (no loser or one
loser) and a game forcing hand. Say:
´A K Q J 9 8 3 ™8 7

tK 3

®9 7

Partner can now appreciate that a hand such as
this is a good hand:
´2

™A 9 6

tA Q 9 5 2

®A 10 3 2

And a possible auction might be:
West
1t
2®
4®
4NT
5NT

East
1´
3´
4t (both cue bids)
5´
7´ (with the diamond
king and extra spade)

Here, 7´ is an excellent contract, making if the
diamonds are not worse than 4-2, assuming the
spades are not 5-0.

PLEASE NOTE!
1x-1™/´, 1NT-2™/´ may only be a 5-card suit. It
is not invitational and ends the bidding.
r
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Heather’s Hints

Discovery Plays
by Heather Dhondy

click
link

There was a young lady from Thrace
Who bid a grand slam off an ace
The lead the man made . . .
. . . well it wasn’t a spade
Oh, the look on his poor partner’s face!
Game All. Dealer North
´ AQJ64
™ 542
t 743
® A2
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

West
4®
Pass
Pass
All Pass

K
AKQJ73
A652
54

North
1´
4™
5®
5´

P

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
3™
4´
5t
6™

laying teams, North opens one spade and
East passes. With an excellent suit and a
powerful hand, South forces with three
hearts, and West bids four clubs. North supports
with four hearts and South now cue bids four
spades. Even if you play that a cue bid generally
shows a first round control, you should consider
making an exception if you hold the king of
partner’s first suit as it is likely to be a very valuable
card and may just solidify the suit giving you
running tricks to assist your slam. For this reason,
you should also be wary of cue bidding a shortage
8
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in partner’s suit, which is less likely to be good news
as it will make it harder to establish extra tricks in
the suit, and partner might assume that you have
the crucial missing top honour.
In this hand, your king of spades is good news for
partner who will co-operate with a cue bid of 5®.
You return with a 5t cue bid, and partner should
continue with a cue bid of 5´ since you are
unlimited, and might be thinking in terms of a
grand slam. On this hand, however, you are not
interested given that partner made a non-forcing
bid of 4™ and you have gaps in the minors, so settle
for 6™.
West leads the king of clubs, which you win in
dummy, East following. How do you plan the play?
The spade blockage is a problem now that
dummy’s entry has been removed, and prospects
would seem to hinge on a two-two trump break.
When you draw trumps, however, you discover that
West began with one. Cashing a couple of extra
trumps reveals a discard of the two of spades from
East, while West throws only clubs.
This is where you have got to:
´ AQJ64
™
t 7
® 2
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

K
3
A652
5

What are your hopes for the contract?
You can assume that East has not unguarded the
spade suit. This would be inconsistent with his
www.ebu.co.uk

distributional signal, and he presumably has plenty
of diamonds that he can afford, but which defender
now holds the spade length? If it is East, you will not
be able to make the contract since West can guard
both minors while East keeps the spades. However,
suppose West holds them? Can you discover his
distribution? You could try cashing the tA, and you
will see that West had none, revealing that his
original shape was most likely 4-1-0-8. Cash your
last trump and watch his discard. If he doesn’t
discard a spade, he will have come down to one
club. Cash the king of spades and exit with your
club, allowing him in to give you your spade tricks
in dummy.
This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AQJ64
542
743
A2

10 9 5 3
N
9
W
S
–
K Q J 10 9 8 7 3
´
™
t
®

E

´
™
t
®

872
10 8 6
K Q J 10 9 8
6

K
AKQJ73
A652
54

Heather’s Hints

•

•

When partner opens a suit, but a different
suit becomes agreed and slam is on the
cards, cue-bid the ace or king in partner’s
suit, but not a shortage. That way partner
will know whether the suit is running for a
source of tricks (on this hand it was very
unlucky that dummy’s only entry was
knocked out at trick one while the spades
were still blocked).
Don’t give up when it all looks hopeless!
Sometimes there is a small residual chance
which you might as well take. Use all the
clues you can along the way, for example
on this hand, cashing the tA was unlikely
to reveal anything, but on this occasion it
told you everything you needed to know
and it cost nothing to try.
r
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Bridge Fiction

The Head’s missed opportunity
by David Bird
A master from Cholmeley School
Thought the shirts that he wore were quite cool
A fashionless fellow,
He favoured bright yellow,
The boys thought, ‘What an old fool!’

T

he end-of-term match between the Masters
and the Boys was in full swing. The Matron
and Stefan Götel faced two sixth-formers
who would shortly be leaving for three years at
Oxford University. This was the board before them:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ Q643
™ A 10 6 4
t A4
® AK2
A
´ KJ9
N
87
™ K5
W
E
10 9 8 6 3 2
t KQJ5
S
10 9 7 4
® QJ86
´ 10 8 7 5 2
™ QJ932
t 7
® 53

West
Charles
Bucknall

North
The
Matron

East
South
Harry
Stefan
Walsh-Atkins Götel

2NT
Pass

Dble
4´

1NT
3t
All Pass

Pass
3´

The Matron looked suspiciously at her opponents
when she heard the 2NT response. ‘What does that
mean?’ she asked.
‘Sorry, Matron, I should have alerted,’ replied
Walsh-Atkins. ‘It’s a transfer to diamonds.’
The Matron raised an eyebrow. Surely it was more
10 English Bridge October 2016
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important to show a game-try in no-trumps rather
than a minor suit? Still, youngsters were always
impressed by the latest fancy conventions, whether
they were any use or not. She doubled, to show her
good hand, and a few moments later her partner
was installed in 4´. Charles Bucknall looked no
further than the t10 for his opening lead.
‘If these boys are messing us around, we might
have a slam on,’ declared the Matron, laying out her
dummy. ‘Would you have liked me to go 4NT on
this, partner?’
‘The raise to 4´ was fine,’ Stefan Götel replied.
‘Play the ace, please.’
If trumps broke 2-2, the game would be easy. If
they were 3-1, the 1NT opening bid implied that it
would be West who held the singleton. It must be
right to lead dummy’s ´Q next, to pick up a
possible singleton ´J with West. ‘Spade queen,
please,’ said the German master.
Walsh-Atkins covered with the ´K and was
alarmed to see the ´A appear from his partner. How
was it possible for declarer not to hold the ace of
trumps? He must have practically nothing for his
3´ bid!
Stefan Götel ruffed the diamond continuation
and crossed to dummy with a club to lead a second
round of trumps. A subsequent heart finesse was
unsuccessful but the contract was his for the loss of
one heart and only two trumps.
Harry Walsh-Atkins looked across the table,
shrugging his shoulders. ‘Am I meant to play low on
the queen of trumps?’ he asked. ‘I couldn’t believe
you’d hold the ace.’
‘Can it gain to cover?’ his partner replied. ‘I
suppose it might if I had a singleton ´10. It would
have been a clever play by declarer to lead the ´Q
then.’
‘It’s much easier if you lead the ´A,’ Walsh-Atkins
continued. ‘We can’t fail to take four tricks then.’
On a nearby table, the Headmaster and the
ancient Reverend Benson faced the fourth-formers
Hutson and Phillips.
Benson looked disapprovingly at John Hutson.
www.ebu.co.uk

‘Pull your tie up, boy,’ he said. ‘You’ll never get a
good job if you look like that at the interview.’
‘It’s very hot in here, Sir,’ Hutson replied. ‘I can’t
concentrate if I feel throttled.’
‘Don’t be absurd,’ Benson persisted. ‘The
Headmaster’s Balliol College tie looks absolutely
splendid. He doesn’t lose concentration, does he?’
Hutson made a marginal adjustment to his
neckware. ‘No, Sir,’ he replied.
This was the deal before them:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer North.
´ 54
™ J98
t Q 10 9 6 4
® AKQ
7
´ AJ6
N
K632
™ Q 10 7 4
W
E
A32
t KJ75
S
10 9 8 6 3
® 52
´ K Q 10 9 8 3 2
™ A5
t 8
® J74

West
John
Hutson

Pass
All Pass
1

defenders’ route to the West hand. It would no
longer be possible for them to score a club ruff.
Suppose East won the diamond and switched to a
heart. Declarer could win with the ™A and play
another heart, cutting the link in that suit too.
Declarer had missed the chance of performing a
double Scissors Coup! Perhaps his tie had been too
tight.
The Headmaster affected not to have heard his
partner’s observation. ‘Bring up the next board, will

North
Reverend
Benson

East
Neil
Phillips

South
The
Headmaster

1t
1NT1

Pass
Pass

1´
4´

Playing a Strong No Trump the 1NT rebid shows 12-14

John Hutson led the ®10 and the Headmaster
won in the dummy. ‘Play a trump,’ he said.
The ´6 appeared from East and the ´K won the
trick. If the trumps had started 2-2, a trump from
hand would bring in the contract. Unwilling to rely
on this chance, the Headmaster crossed to dummy
with a club and led another trump towards his
hand. Neil Phillips rose with the trump ace and
watched closely as his partner discarded the ™2. It
seemed from this card that West was more likely to
hold the tA than the ™A. Hoping for the best,
Phillips returned the t5. West won with the tA and
a club ruff defeated the game.
Looking somewhat unimpressed, the Reverend
Benson leaned forward. ‘Is it any good if you play a
diamond at Trick 3?’ he queried.
The two boys exchanged a glance. Indeed it would
have been! Playing a diamond would cut the

www.ebu.co.uk

A keen young player called Midge
Kept her own bidding box in the fridge,
And the reason she gave
Was her teacher would rave
‘You must always bid coolly at bridge’.
A pair had been tumbling, with precision
When his wink encouraged her decision.
With pressure upon her
She forwent her honour
thus they scored in a superior position.
John Crosher
October 2016 English Bridge
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Double, Bid or Pass?
Watch the green and red
There was a tall player from London,
Bid on nothing with carefree abandon.
He cried 'I was green!'
But the rest of his team,
Said he had no leg to stand on.

click

by Andrew Robson

link

Note that the above reasoning (indeed this whole
column) is especially geared to pairs. You are safer
to bid 2´ at teams (or rubber), for the opponents
will be reluctant to double you (into game); you
may lose 100/200 for one or two down undoubled,
but that’s no disaster.
Let’s have a look at a typical layout where you
hold East Hand A:

Y

ou are East after this simple auction:

South
1NT1
1

West
Pass

North
Pass

East
?

12-14.

Here are two possible hands for you to hold and
my question is:

PASS, DOUBLE OR BID (2´)?
Hand A
´ KJ942
™82
tJ7
®QJ92

Hand B
´ AKQ86
™ J 10 3
t42
® A 10 5

You’ll notice that I haven’t specified the
vulnerability, which is clearly highly relevant. I want
to discuss how the vulnerability affects your
decision.
Clearly Hand A won’t double; the choice is
between passing out 1NT and bidding 2´. You
would expect the most likely number of tricks you
would make in 2´ to be seven. That makes bidding
2´ a good bet if you are non-vulnerable – losing 50
will be better than conceding 90 or 120 defending
1NT; even if you are doubled in 2´, you will have
done well if 1NT is making an overtrick. However,
if vulnerable, bidding 2´ is too risky. Doubled
undertricks are costly – merely one down doubled is
the dreaded -200 on a part-score deal.
12 English Bridge October 2016

Dealer South.
´ 10 6
™ AQ73
tK65
®8543

´
™
t
®

875
10 9 6 5
A Q 10 9
K 10

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

KJ942
82
J7
QJ92

AQ3
KJ4
8432
A76

1NT is likely to make eight tricks – by declarer
leading to the king of diamonds and the queen of
spades. 2´ is likely to make seven tricks – losing two
spades, two hearts, the king of diamonds and the
ace of clubs. So this layout backs up our earlier
thinking: East should pass out 1NT when he is
vulnerable (although if he’s playing against cautious
North-Souths who are unlikely to double him,
bidding 2´ becomes more attractive) and bid 2´
when he is non-vulnerable. From North-South’s
perspective, after hearing the non-vulnerable East’s
2´, they should then bid on to 2NT.
On Hand B the choice is threefold, for the penalty
double is a distinct possibility. Yes, normally such a
double shows 16+ points, but here your 14 points
rate to score six tricks – five spades and the ace of
clubs.
www.ebu.co.uk

The vulnerability is again very important, but this
time it is the opponents’ vulnerability that is key. If
they are vulnerable (going down in 100s, worse if
doubled), then defending may well be more
lucrative than bidding. Conversely, if the opponents
are non-vulnerable (going down undoubled in
mere 50s), then bidding 2´ is probably going to
score better.
Let’s have a look at a typical layout where you
hold East Hand B:

´
™
t
®

Dealer South.
´ 10 5
™ A752
tQJ6
®8643
74
Q98
K 10 9 8
Q972

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AKQ86
J 10 3
42
A 10 5

J932
K64
A753
KJ

East is likely to make 2´, losing a spade, two
hearts, a diamond (leading to the king) and a club
(leading to the queen). That’s +110.
INT is somewhat more imponderable. If West
leads a diamond, declarer will scramble a sixth trick:
two diamonds, two hearts, a club (assuming he
guesses to play to the king) and a slow spade. If West
leads a club (or a major), he’ll only make five tricks
on best defence.
Naturally, one construction proves nothing. Over
a long period, you’d guess that 2´ rates to make
seven or eight tricks, perhaps eight more often than
seven. 1NT rates to make six tricks, perhaps seven,
maybe only five. Many, many imponderables, but
the vulnerability massively affects the odds. If the
opponents are vulnerable, double is a good shot: it’s
top or bottom stuff, but you’d back your side to take
seven defensive tricks. If the opponents are nonvulnerable, bidding 2´ looks better: bag your likely
+110 which will only see double work better if 1NT
(doubled) is two down.
www.ebu.co.uk

Answers: Vulnerability is crucial in low-level
decision-making. If you think you’re probably
making the higher contract, the opposing
vulnerability is more important; if you think the
opponents are probably making the higher
contract, it’s your vulnerability that’s more
important.
r

A lady with speech loud and plummy
Couldn’t cope when she found herself dummy.
‘As I can’t have a say
It’s quite spoiling my day,’
She said, ‘so I’ll go, and play rummy.’
A nonagenarian Fred
Looked up and then cheerily said,
As a cure for all ills
I don’t take any pills.
It’s my bridge keeps me going instead.’
Adrienne Tinn
October 2016 English Bridge
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New Prize Leads Quiz

O

pening leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and therefore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In each
problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnikcardgames.co.uk
( 020 8661 8866

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ
Hand 1
´ 84
™ 752
t AQ742
® J73

South
1™
2NT
All Pass

West
Pass
Pass

North
1´
3NT

East
Pass
Dble

Choose from: (a) ´8; (b) a heart; (c)t4; (d) ®3.

HHHHH

Hand 2
´ A Q 10 9
™ 10 9 3
t K74
® 652

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer this month. For information
on the new Piatnik cards visit:
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate on the top left-hand corner
of the envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. The first
correct entry in each category out of a hat will win
the prize. The editor’s decision is final.
Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 26 October 2016.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!
ANSWERS TO AUGUST QUIZ: Page 52
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South
1®
1´
3´
5®

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
1™
3®
4®

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

You were rather hoping the opponents would
alight in 4´ but it was not to be. Now you have to
lead against 5®.
Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ™10; (c) t4; (d) a club.

HHHHH

Hand 3
´ 73
™ 642
t 5
® KQJ6432

South
4™

West
3®
All Pass

North
Dble

East
Pass

The opponents have brushed aside your pre-empt
with disdain.

Choose from: (a) ´7; (b) a heart; (c) t5; (d) ®K. r
www.ebu.co.uk

If you could add one thing . .
Negative doubles at the one level
click

by Neil Rosen

link

Partner started a club - part of our law
They bid a heart - it might have been poor
Now I’m heading for trouble
Because I failed to double –
I bid spades (only one!) with just four.

T

his issue we start a new series suitable for
players of all standards. The column aims to
provide little tweaks to help with awkward
bidding situations, and will mostly be useful
regardless of whether you play Standard Acol, Weak
or Strong No Trump or Two over One.
I will start the series by looking at negative
doubles and more specifically how they can provide
lots of extra definition to your bidding sequences –
focusing on our options after the opponents have
overcalled at the one level.

IF THE OPPOSITION OVERCALL 1t
West
Partner
1®

North

East

1t

?

South

Here it is often (mistakenly) believed that bidding
a major at the one level should show a five card suit
– not so! Imagine you hold:
´
™
t
®

A4
KJ76
9752
875

You should definitely bid 1™ which simply shows
a normal response – 4+ hearts and 6+ HCPs.
If you made a negative double it would show both
majors. The norm is to hold precisely 4-4 in the
majors for this bid, though holding a poor 5-card
suit is acceptable, and can be treated like a 4-4:
16 English Bridge October 2016

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K764
Q985
K75
87

J9865
Q965
A4
87

These two hands would both choose to make a
negative double to show both majors and a
responding hand.
The big advantage is that when the pesky
opponents bump the auction up by raising
diamonds to the two or three level partner gets
every chance to compete effectively.

IF THE OPPOSITION OVERCALL 1™
Certainly when playing a natural (Acol) based
system I strongly believe the way to use the
opposition’s bid to best advantage is:
Double = exactly 4 spades
1´ = 5+ cards in spades
The definition and precision this brings can really
help when the opponents raise hearts. Let’s look at
an example:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ K J 10 7 3
™ Q862
tQ5
®52
862
´ A4
N
K J 10 5 4
™ A93
W
E
AJ4
t 10 8 7 3
S
K 10
® 9764
´ Q95
™7
tK962
®AQJ83

West

North

East

1™

1´

2™

South
1®
?

www.ebu.co.uk

South’s knowledge of partner’s 5+ spades makes
it easy for South to compete to 2´. Even if East
jumps to 3™ or even 4™ South could consider
competing in spades.

I was astonished to see this hand at my local club
the other night:
´
™
t
®

IF THE OPPOSITION OVERCALL 1´
Here we have to play that double shows hearts.
Yes hearts, not, repeat not, ‘the other two suits’
which I hear so often from poorly informed players
and teachers alike!
Obviously we would like to bid 2™ if we could.
But, for this we need both a five card heart suit and
a good 9+ HCPs. Therefore the negative double
could contain either of these but not both . . .
So the definition of the negative double after the
opposition’s 1´ overcall is 4+ hearts and 6+HCPs
but not both five hearts and 10+ (good 9
acceptable) HCPs.
We would therefore double on each and all of the
following hands after 1® – (1´) – ?
´
™
t
®

76
Q985
KJ75
J87

´
™
t
®

K72
KJ965
764
87

´
™
t
®

64
Q J 10 9 8 5
K7
873

´
™
t
®

A5
KQ96
A964
J87

1t from partner followed by a 1´ overcall . . .
What now?
Well I could understand 2®. (for those of you not
au fait with negative doubles this would probably be
the majority vote). I much prefer double. What I did
not understand was the choice of 1NT.
It seems to fail on several counts:

l It shows a balanced hand (not absolutely vital but

preferred).

l It shows 6-9 HCP in Acol (occasionally 10

acceptable, but 10 including a lovely K-J-10-x-x
is simply too much).
l It denies 4 hearts.
Other than that it is perfect!
If your hand were rather stronger, such as the one
below, there is a good case for starting with 2®,
planning to introduce your hearts next time. This is
the sound practice of bidding your suits in the
natural order – a five card suit followed by a four
card suit with strength to control the auction.
´ A 10 7

It’s worth noting that negative doubles are not
limited in value in any way. Just as a responding bid
is unlimited – so is a negative double – see the last
hand above. When teaching I often re-title a
negative double as a ‘responder’s double’.

WHAT IF WE OPEN 1t?

A86
Q742
10
K J 10 3 2

™ AQ93

t 4

® K J 10 7 5

AND AFTER 1™-(1´) -?
Here it is best to play double as showing both
minors, at least 4-4. The bid is unlimited, but if you
are strong enough you might bid a good suit first.
After 1™-(1´) we would double with the first two
hands, but bid 2® with the third:

This operates as over 1®.
1t-(1™)-Dble (shows exactly four spades)
1t-(1™)-1´ (shows 5+ spades)
Again, in both cases the bid is unlimited.
After a 1´ overcall proceed as before.
You derive two main benefits as a partnership:
l The extra precision re spade length is absolutely
vital as spades are the key suit in so many
auctions, both competitive and uncontested
alike.
l It helps judge a competitive auction when they
raise or jump raise the suit overcalled.
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

Q64
Q4
K743
Q873

´
™
t
®

Q5
87
K973
Q8732

´
™
t
®

6
K7
K873
A K J 10 7 2

So I will leave you with the following thought:

IF YOU COULD ADD JUST ONE THING . . .
Consider that after a 1®/t opening followed by a
1™ overcall a double shows exactly four cards in
spades, whereas bidding 1´ shows 5+ spades.
r
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Basic Cardplay
Restricted Choice
click

by Paul Bowyer

link

West called for the TD's attention
South's casual claim in contention
The slam might have made
But for West's small spade
The trump South neglected to mention
Peter Speller

M

y last two articles have looked at the idea
of odds and percentage plays. Let’s make
that idea a little more subtle. Here, as a
recap, in Hand 1 you are playing in 4´. West
annoyingly starts off with the ®A and the defenders
cash three rounds. You take the next lead (a
diamond, say) and have to make the rest – how do
you play?
Hand 1. South plays 4´
West leads ®A
´ 9754
™ AKJ6
t QJ
® J95

small. Eventually they will (correctly) play the king,
hoping the queen falls. As was stated in the last
article, it is more likely at this stage that spades are
2-2 than lie 3-1 with East having started with ´Q-x-x.
You may even quote the adage Eight Ever, Nine
Never, if you really must.
Note, in passing, that there really is no point in
crossing to dummy to play the second trump. If you
are intending to play the king anyway you may as
well just lead off the ´A-K and accept your fate.
That, though, is a side issue.
The point of this article comes in a small
variation of Hand 1. In Hand 2 you are again at the
wheel in 4´ and, once more, the dastardly
opponents rattle off the first three clubs. You take
the diamond switch in dummy and then?

Hand 2. South plays 4´
West leads ®A
´ 9754
™ AKJ6
t QJ
® J95

N
W

E

N

S

´
™
t
®

W

E
S

AKJ62
9
AK84
10 8 3

Well, you obviously cash a top spade and then you
have to decide what to do next. Assuming both
opponents follow (if they don’t you are down) you
have to choose between finessing against the ´Q or
playing for the drop. Many players will cross to
dummy and lead a trump from table, going into
agonies of indecision if and when East follows
18 English Bridge October 2016

´
™
t
®

A K 10 6 2
9
AK84
10 8 3

Well, you obviously cash the ´A as a preliminary.
If both opponents follow with low cards you cross
your fingers and play the ´K, hoping the ´Q and ´J
fall together. However, suppose West follows to the
´A lead with an honour card (the queen or the
jack)? Now an alternative possibility has opened up
– you could cross to dummy and finesse the ´10,
www.ebu.co.uk

hoping that the honour to your left is a singleton.
So we have reached the crux of this article. What
is the percentage play once West has played an
honour card on the first round of trumps? Is it still
a case of Eight Ever, Nine Never or does the finesse
offer you a greater chance?
It often shocks players to learn that it is twice as
good to take the second round finesse than to play
for the drop. By cashing the king next you win only
when West started with ´Q-J alone. If you finesse
you win whenever West started with a singleton
honour – this is now twice as likely.
Now, I can foresee letters to the editor being
written as I type. Once West has played the queen
(say) he cannot hold the singleton jack, can he? So
it’s down to the chance of singleton queen with
West or ´Q-J doubleton. Isn’t that an equal shot?
This is where life, unfortunately, becomes a little
complicated . . . we enter the murky world of
restricted choice.
Are you ready for this? The Principle of Restricted
Choice states that the play of a particular card
decreases the probability its player holds any
equivalent card. Thus, if West plays the queen he is
unlikely to hold the jack as well. If he held the
queen-jack then he would have played the jack half
the time.
At this point you, dear reader, may be wondering
if there is not something better and easier you
might be doing with your time. Brain surgery for
instance. Well, this column is concerned with
practicalities, not abstruse mathematics. If you
remember that the finesse is better than the drop
(twice as good) in positions of this type then that is
all that matters.

POSTSCRIPT
There is a famous related problem that always
causes furrowed brows (and lots of arguments)
called the Monty Hall problem, which relates neatly
to the Principle of Restricted Choice. Zia Mahmood
has referred to it in both a book and an article and
the problem can be found online. If you would like
further and deeper explanations of this then there
are two links below:

Does it matter?
Well, many players deem it clever to false-card
with the queen on all occasions. This, however, is far
from optimum strategy. If you were to do this then
when you play the jack (presumably because it’s the
only one you have) declarer can be 100% sure that
it is a singleton. After all, with ´Q-J alone you are
known to be an avid false-carder . . .
The best defence is to vary your tactics. When you
do hold two equivalent honours then you should
pick a card at random and pick it fast. That way

Greenpointed

For more information and an entry form:
http://www.ycba.co.uk/events/hsc-f.htm

We doubled five diamonds for gold:
Aren't we clever? How brilliant! How bold!
Three off! That's 500!
But someone had blundered,
For six no-trumps our way was cold.
George Richardson
JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE

goo.gl/xVkbvl (restricted choice); and
goo.gl/WtSQg9 (Monty Hall).

She trumped my ace

There is an additional point here, and that refers
to the defence. Supposing you were sitting West
with ´Q-J doubleton. Which card should you play
when declarer cashes the ace? The queen or the jack?

The Judge said if he'd been in my place

www.ebu.co.uk

So I shot wife Sue
He'd have shot her too
Sue Craddock
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Traps for the Unwary

Abusing 2-suited overcalls

click

by Michael Byrne
There once was a boy from the North
With a bridge poem he sallied forth
The lyrics were trite,
The rhyming was quite

´
™
t
®

Hand C
KJ974
Q 10 8 7 4 3
A
2

´
™
t
®

link

Hand D
AKQJ
Q9653
543
2

Dubious, but he did as he was told.
For there was an editor called Lou,
To her writers she all told to do
A limerick in print,
With no single hint,
Did they succeed? Only a few.

O

ne of the biggest problems for the keen and
improving player is that as they take on
board a new range of conventions and toys,
they end up wanting to use them all the time and
get value for money.
Sadly this means they end up abusing them and
wielding them on completely inappropriate hands,
simply because they can.
The two-suited overcall we are going to look at
today is Michaels Cue Bid, since this is the most
common. However all of the principles are
applicable whichever system you play, (even if it’s
Ghestem, which is the worst convention ever
invented, and on my top three hit list).
The idea of two-suited overcalls is that if a fit
doesn’t exist in the first suit then the second suit will
prove a good alternative. Ideally you want two suits
of similar quality, perhaps balanced with one suit
being longer but weaker.
Let’s imagine a simple situation where 1t is
opened to your right, and you are considering
overcalling 2t to show both major suits. Let’s
assume the vulnerability is love all:
´
™
t
®

Hand A
AKQ86
97632
5
63
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Hand B
Q9764
J9632
K
J9

Hand A has good spades and bad hearts. Should
that sway you from showing both suits? Yes, 1´ is
the correct bid. You do not want partner upgrading
a heart holding of Qxx, or indeed leading it against
an eventual contract of 3NT by your left hand
opponent. If hearts are to be trumps then partner
will need to be bidding on this hand later on.
The second Hand B has roughly equal suit
strengths – both terrible. Is there any point bidding
on such a hand for pre-emptive purposes? No,
absolutely not. When holding both majors there is
no need to start going for a penalty, since that is two
game contracts the opponents already can’t make!
How can partner judge what to bid when you
overcall on such trash? It is best to pass for now – if
the hand belongs to your side you will have a chance
to bid later. Points in your short suits suggest
defending, and telling the opponents you are 5-5
will just help them when they come to play the
hand.
Hand C is finally a suitable candidate. The
majority of points are in the long suits, and while
the hearts are modest in quality you do have extra
length there. There is every hope of making a game
contract on thin values and you should bid 2t to
involve partner. Note that if the six card suit was
much better than the five card suit (similar to hand
A) then it would be better to overcall, since it would
represent your best chance of playing the hand.
Hand D has only 5/4 in the majors and it is
completely wrong to make a two-suited overcall.
You have too many possible defensive tricks in
spades which partner won’t be able to judge if you
show 5-5. If your singleton was in diamonds you
might consider doubling for take-out (although the
www.ebu.co.uk

five card suit will often get lost) but here you have
an easy bid of 1™. While it is true you would rather
have a spade led if you defend, you have enough
values to suggest your side might play the hand.

TWO-SUITED:

MAJOR AND MINOR

What about when they open a major suit and you
are considering showing a major-minor two-suiter?
Do the rules change or do the same principles still
apply?
There are a number of different factors to be
considered, particularly the level you will end up
playing. Remember if they open 1™ and you
overcall 2™ to show spades and a minor you can still
stop at the two level, but if they open 1´ and you
bid 2´ you are committed to the three level even on
a misfit.
We will look at the situation where the opponents
open 1™ in the second seat, with partner having
dealt and passed.
´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand E
A J 10 8 5
63
KJ953
6

Hand G
A Q 10 5 3
A32
K 10 9 3 2
–

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand H
AKJ643
7
10 8 6 5 3
5

Hand F
AJ9743
A2
J 10 8 3 2
–

´
™
t
®

Hand I
Q 10 9 7 5
–
A K Q 10 8 4
K2

The first hand has two good suits and although its
point count is drop dead minimum (a two-suited
overcall should be a light opening bid upwards) you
might consider a 2™ overcall. However, the fact that
partner has passed suggests that your side will not
win the auction and you are better off bidding 1´.
If partner can’t raise that suit then there is no
chance your side will be able to compete at a high
level.
Hand F is a nice hand and wants to compete. Is it
better to show both suits or start with 1´? You have
an extra spade, and this combined with the fact that
your spades contain five points while diamonds
hold only one means you are better to bid 1´. If
there is subsequent competitive bidding you don’t
mind the 5th diamond being lost, it’s the spades that
matter.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand G does have better spades than diamonds
but it is perfect for a Michaels Cue bid of 2™. There
is no need to adopt defensive tactics and assume it
is the opponent’s hand; your point count is strong
enough to show both suits and let partner decide
how high to go.
The next Hand H has no chance of buying the
contract at a low level and should aim to cause
maximum disruption whilst giving away minimum
information. Overcall with a spade pre-empt, either
two or three depending on vulnerability and how
racy you are feeling. (Give me the ´10 instead of the
´6 and now an overcall of 4´ would be tempting,
but 2™ is a long way off).
The final hand is strong and shapely and should
make a Michaels Cue bid. The trouble with bidding
diamonds first (the suit is both longer and stronger,
it’s true) is that you more or less commit yourself to
bid 4´ at your next go. When you hold a void heart
the opponents will be bidding game regardless of
their point count. If you start by showing both suits
you can bid the diamonds later with a clear
conscience, knowing that a spade fit does not exist.
The penultimate hand really sums up the main
point of making two-suited overcalls – you are
trying to show a second suit that partner would
otherwise have known nothing about. If your first
thoughts are to try and show spades and diamonds
then you are really missing the point, since you have
no wish to have diamonds as trumps – just ignore
them and get your spades across.
Likewise on the last hand, you mustn’t leave a
major suit left behind. It is fine to hide a feeble
minor now and again but good majors must be
shown one way or another.

The Dos and Don’ts of two-suited overcalls
Do use two-suited overcalls on constructive hands
with a reasonable chance of winning the
auction and playing in a making game.

Do check that both your suits are of similar
quality and length. If only one is strong,
then it is better to overcall in that first.

Don’t make a two-suited overcall when you are
five-four. You have more losers and less
playing strength. It misleads partner.

Don’t make two-suited overcalls on weak hands
when your partner has passed. If you have
distribution and good playing strength it is
better to pre-empt and conceal your shape
from the opponents.
r
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World Bridge Games

England miss the medals

click
link

By David Burn

F

rancis Hinden and George Osborne, as they
were rechristened by the Daily Bulletin (better
known to us as Frances and Graham) made
one of the most successful debuts ever in an Open
World Championship with their strong
performance in the Round Robin qualifying phase,
helping their team to be certain of a place in the
knock-out stages with two matches to play. The
England team beat Israel comfortably in the round
of 16, then faced the Netherlands in the quarterfinal. The contest was pretty much level for 64
boards, but in the fifth set of 16 England were
outscored by 60 IMPs to two and the match was

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ Q764
™ J53
tA9653
®2
J82
´ K953
N
K4
™ Q87
W
E
KQ
t J 10 4 2
S
A K Q 10 6 4
® J5
´ A 10
™ A 10 9 6 2
t87
®9873

over. This was the sort of thing that kept happening:
The Dutch pair with the East-West cards play a
system called Tarzan, because their names are
Simon de Wijs and Bauke Muller (Tarzan actor
Johnny Weissmuller). The Tarzan opening on the
West cards is apparently 2NT, which was raised to
3NT via a cool-school Stayman sequence by East
(West bid three hearts over three clubs to deny a
major). North led a diamond and declarer made an
overtrick.
Not to worry, thought the England supporters –
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they’ll bid 1®-1´-2NT-3NT at the other table,
North will again lead a diamond and everything
will be fine. But the actual bidding was:
West
1®1

North
Pass

Redble 2™
3NT
1

East

South

Pass

Pass

1™2

Dble3

Pass

Pass

All pass

Clubs or balanced 2Spades 3Hearts

The modern system of transfer responses to 1®
has many, many advantages and a few
disadvantages. One of the latter, as with most
conventions, is that it gives the opponents a chance
to double an artificial bid to indicate a lead – after
the 1™ response England could no longer bid and
make a game. They bid one, North led a heart, they
did not make one and the Netherlands gained 13
IMPs.
The Seniors were struggling all through the
qualifying phase and did not reach the knock-outs.
One of the most difficult bidding problems I have
ever seen occurred in their event:
´
™
t
®

AQ8763
AQ8753
–
10

Partner opens 3NT, showing a solid seven-card
minor with no more than a queen outside. What
call do you make?
The Mixed team did make the knock-outs, and
they did so in style. On the very last deal of the very
last match in the Round Robin they needed to score
nine or more IMPs to overtake New Zealand and
finish in 16th place.

www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer West.
´ J543
™J
t A 10 8 4
®AQ83
Q92
´ 10 8 7 6
N
AKQ986
™ 72
W
E
62
t KQ7
S
92
® J764
´ AK
™ 10 5 4 3
tJ953
® K 10 5

If so, you could have ruffed the opening diamond
lead, played ´A and ruffed a spade bringing down
the king, drawn trumps, finessed in hearts, ruffed a
spade, returned to ™A and claimed the contract.
Against the England seniors the bidding started
with a Precision 2 rather than a gambling 3NT; a
series of misunderstandings meant that the final
contract really was seven clubs, and the play was
more or less forced on declarer. This result was not
matched at the other table.
How do you score 630? If you are the England
Women, you do it like this:

This did not look like the kind of deal on which
nine IMP swings are easy to come by. But their
opponents bid the North-South cards to the
challenging contract of six clubs; no lie of cards
would have enabled this venture to succeed, and the
actual, mildly unfriendly one meant that it finished
three down for 300 to England. They needed plus 70
or better as North-South at the other table, but they
misdefended a contract of 3™ by West and allowed
it to escape for one down rather than two. An
agonising shortfall? No – they had taken the
precaution of doubling, so scored plus 100 and
ensured their progress by a margin of 0.01 VPs.
Exhausted by these efforts they lost in the round of
16 to Bulgaria.

´
™
t
®

Did you bid seven clubs on the earlier problem?

Game All. Dealer South.
´ J976
™ K84
tA964
®A3
A Q 10 3
´ 842
N
Q752
™ A93
W
E
K87
t 52
S
95
® J8742
´ K5
™ J 10 6
t Q J 10 3
® K Q 10 6

West

North

East

South

Wang

Senior

Shen

Dhondy
1®1

Dble

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer North.
´ 9
™ 42
t876
®AKQJ987
J542
´ K 10
N
6
™ K J 10 9
W
E
A K J 10 3 2
t Q954
S
53
® 642
´ AQ8763
™ AQ8753
t–
® 10
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1

Redble

All pass

Clubs or balanced

Declarer took eight tricks – she said afterwards
that she might have taken nine, which would have
produced the almost unique score of plus 1030 (the
only other way to get that is to make one of a minor
redoubled with four overtricks not vulnerable). The
opponents were not in game at the other table
(technically, of course, nor were the English) so a 10
IMP swing was recorded. But this was not enough
to prevent a loss to China in the quarter-finals after
a mediocre performance in the Round Robin had
been followed by a comfortable win over Italy.
Medal winners shown overleaf
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Your Questions Answered

Trouble after a 2NT rebid

click

by Frances Hinden

N/S Game
´ KQ742
™ 932
t7
®8742

DAVID NOLDER asks, ‘Playing
pairs, partner opens 1t and
you gird your loins and reply
1´. Partner rebids 2NT (17-18
points). Is 3´ to play, or
invitational to 4´/3NT?

T

he simple answer is neither. Originally Acol
had a lot of non-forcing bids, and 3´ was to
play. Some pairs still agree that rebidding
responder’s major here is non-forcing, but the
modern style is to play it as natural and game
forcing – not even invitational. If you had the same
hand with the ace of clubs in addition, you want to
be able to bid 3´ forcing, to find out if partner has
3-card support and 4´ is better than 3NT. If you
had both the ace and king of clubs instead of the
four and two, you want to bid a forcing 3´ and then,
if partner bids 3NT, 4® is a natural slam try
showing 5-4.
This does mean that with a weak hand with a long
suit, you either have to pass 2NT or force to game.
This is a disadvantage when the hand type comes
up, but the choice-of-strain or slam-investigation
hands are both far more common, and (at IMPs at
least) more important.
There are various conventions you can play after
opener’s 2NT rebid. One of the simplest is to treat
the rebid (almost) as a 2NT opening: 3® is
‘Stayman’ asking partner for four cards in the other
major, or three card support for your major. 3t
and 3™ are transfers, showing four cards in an
unbid major, or 5+ cards in your own major. 3´ is
then left as a minor suit slam try of your choice.

link

On David’s sample hand, after 1t – 1´ – 2NT
you could rebid 3™, transfer to spades. With most
hands, opener completes the transfer knowing that
it might end the auction. However with a hand
prepared to play in game opposite any response
with a five-card suit, opener can ‘break the transfer’.
Look at the two examples below:
Hand A
´ A5
™ K54
tKQJ4
®AJ65

Hand B
´ A65
™ A4
tA852
® A J 10 6

With Hand A opener simply bids 3´, but with
Hand B opener can bid 4® (a cue bid with a good
hand for spades).
Personally I do not think this is necessarily the
most important area in which to start playing a lot
of conventions, but you may think it is worth it for
the additional sequences it gives you. It also allows
the strong hand to be declarer in four of the other
r
major if there is a 4-4 fit there.

THE BIG CELEBRATION
HALIFAX Bridge Club’s Mary Barrett
celebrated her 100th birthday with
past and present members from
Cheshire and other far flung points.
Mary was presented with a bouquet
of flowers by the president, Grant
Ward, and a lovely cake by the
members. Mary has been with the
club for 50 years and continues to play. Her wit and
humour have not diminished with age.

WORLD BRIDGE GAMES – TEAMS MEDAL WINNERS
Gold
Silver
Bronze

Open
Netherlands
Monaco
Poland
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Women
USA
France
China

Seniors
USA
France
Denmark

Mixed
Netherlands
Russia
Bulgaria
www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

OCTOBER 2016
WEST HANDS

OCTOBER 2016
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Zold)
2. E/W Game
Dealer East
(Erichsen)

´
™
t
®

Q8
AKQ73
–
A Q 10 7 5 4

1. N/S Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

10 4
753
4
AK98543

2. E/W Game
Dealer East

´ 32
™ 10 5 4 3 2
t KJ85
(Jepson)
® K2
* North opens 1´, South bids 3´

3. Game All
Dealer North

´ A Q 10 9
™ AK643
t KJ43
(Rehder)
® –
* South opens 3®, North bids 4®

4. N/S Game
Dealer South

5. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Bilde)

´
™
t
®

K2
10 9 8 6
J6
10 9 6 3 2

´ A2
™ AQ53
t K 10 6 5 2
(Versace)
® A6
* North opens 2´, South bids 3´
Did you beat the experts? – Pages 46-48
6. E/W Game
Dealer North
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(Szots)

(Brown)
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AKJ943
95
Q74
82

´
™
t
®

A5
KQ
AQJ87
Q J 10 7

´ –
™ A7
t AQ972
(Curtis)
® AQJ975
* North opens 1´, South bids 3´

3. Game All
Dealer North

´ J82
™ 97
t A 10 7 6 5 2
(Gromöller)
® 84
* South opens 3®, North bids 4®

4. N/S Game
Dealer South

5. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Zia)

´
™
t
®

AQJ987
AKQ742
–
K

´ 6
™ K94
t AQJ3
(Cima)
® K Q 10 9 5
* North opens 2´, South bids 3´
Did you beat the experts? – Pages 46-48

6. E/W Game
Dealer North
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SPECIAL OFFER
EBU Superluxe Cards ONLY £12 per dozen (6 red/6 black)
SAVE OVER 25%

NO FURTHER DISCOUNTS
PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE POSTAGE & PACKING
OFFER ENDS 31ST OCTOBER
Order online or telephone Sue or Liz in the Bridge Shop on 01296 397851/01296 317200
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Who, what, where, why?
Sleuth’s quiz - whom do you trust?
click

by Ron Klinger

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer North.
KQJ
Q73
Q543
J98
´ 7
N
™
652
E
t A9
® K Q 10 7 6 5 3

1

link

West

North

East

3´

1t
4™

3®1
3™
All Pass

South

Weak jump overcall.

You are sitting East. West leads the ®A

QUIZ
1 Do you agree with North’s 1t opening?
2 Do you agree with East’s 3® bid?
3 What do you expect from South’s 3™ bid?
4 What do you expect from West’s 3´ bid?

A

ssume standard Acol bidding, playing a
weak no trump:

5 What is West’s club holding?
6 Where do you hope to find four tricks?
7 What card to you play at trick one?

r

Sleuth’s quiz answers on page 50

DISCIPLINARY HEARING HELD
A DISCIPLINARY hearing was held recently to
consider the charge that in the 3rd round of the
Bridge Great Britain Gold Cup Tony Waterlow
played an ineligible player after having been told
by a representative of the Bridge Great Britain
Committee that he could not do this.
The disciplinary committee found the charge
proved. However, Mr Waterlow considered that
there had been a potential change in the
circumstances of the ineligible player. He had
been open and honest with his actions
immediately after the match and the
disciplinary committee considered that the
action of Bridge Great Britain in disqualifying
the team from the Gold Cup and reinstating the
team it had defeated was sufficient penalty and
that any further sanction by the Laws and Ethics
Committee against Mr Waterlow had not been
warranted.
The disciplinary committee wished the
findings to be published.
www.ebu.co.uk

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take all reasonable precautions to protect
the interests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements in the pages of
English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and
its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any
undertaking in respect of claims made against
advertisers, whether these advertisements are
printed as part of the magazine, or are in the form
of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress
is sought, and readers who have complaints
should address them to the advertiser or
should consult a local Trading Standards
Office or a Citizens Advice Bureau or their own
solicitors. Readers should note that prices
advertised may not be accurate due to
currency exchange rate fluctuations or tax
changes

October 2016 English Bridge
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Bridge with a Twist

Partners: For Better . . .
by Simon Cochemé
Weak no trumps are better than strong,
Five card majors are poor and they’re wrong.
A convention referendum
Will help us to send ‘em
Back to Europe where they both belong.
A true Brexiteer was our Dinah.
In fact she was rather a whiner:
‘I’ve had more than enough
Of that European stuff –
Strong no-trump, five card suits, better minor.’
‘It’s not so,’ replied Magdalena,
A real door-stepping campaigner.
‘All playing the same,
Rather deadens our game.’
She was, you’ll have guessed, a Remainer.

F

orming partnerships is a bit like dating in the
good old days (I don’t know how these things
are done with social media). You decide you
would like to get together with someone and you
ask them for a game. If you are going to be on the
receiving end of such requests, you need to have
some stock answers ready in case you want to
decline. Don’t say ‘I haven’t got my diary with me’ –
that just gives the questioner some hope. Far better
is the bland ‘I’m pretty busy with my regular
partners’; no offence has been given, nor hope,
either.
I was impressed when I heard this one being used:
‘I wouldn’t want to spoil our friendship by actually
playing together.’ Try it – by the time your suitor has
got to grips with the mixed messages, you are at the
other end of the room. Or you can go the whole hog
and say ‘I’d love a game. I’ll get my agent to send you
my rate card, and I’ll ask her to give you a discount
for the first session.’ By the time they have processed
all that, you will be out of the room and half-way
home. (By the way, if you are ever taken up on the
last one, I would like 10% commission for
suggesting it to you.)
28 English Bridge October 2016
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Right, you’ve agreed to play and you’ve set the
date. The next item on the agenda is discussing and
agreeing a system. One tactic is for the more
assertive half of the prospective partnership to
email a convention card to his victim, saying ‘This is
what I play.’ Slightly better is ‘This is what I like to
play; you can make up to two changes.’ Still not
really a discussion, is it?
The problem with many conventions is that they
can’t be agreed with a single word or phrase; they
nearly all need further clarification:
♣ ‘Fourth suit forcing? Great!’ (but how far is it
forcing?).
♣ ‘Yes, I can do cue bids.’ (but is that aces only, or
first and second round controls?).
♣ ‘Jacoby 2NT? My favourite!’ (but does a 3® rebid
show a suit or a singleton?).
♣ ‘Roman KeyCard Blackwood? Of course.’ (but
does a 5® bid show 0-3 or 1-4?). Did you hear
about the pair who hadn’t agreed on their
responses to 4NT? They bid a slam and came
within an ace of making it.
If you are discussing your system just before
playing, don’t spend too much time on esoteric
things, the bidding bling beloved by so many. Go to
the back of the card fairly quickly and talk about
leads and signals. You are likely to be defending
about half the boards, and the chance of an opening
4NT bid cropping up is significantly less than that.
Now you’re at the table. The bidding is over and,
like it or not, partner is declarer and your fate is out
of your hands. Laying out the dummy is your last
chance to help your him or her. Here is some advice
for you to consider:
♦ Put down the suit led last, you want to ensure
that partner looks at the whole hand.
www.ebu.co.uk

♦ If you are in no-trumps, don’t put a suit bid by
partner down on your right. You don’t want to
confuse him. I am sure you remember Burn’s
Second Law: ‘You can’t make 3NT on a crossruff.’
♦ Partners like to have the good news first, so lay
out your better suits before the less than
welcome three-small, four-small. There is a
temptation to put down the bad suits and then
end with a flourish and a ‘da-dah!’ as you display
your king-queen-to-five holding in trumps.
Resist it; the sight of your weaker suits can cause
a deep depression from which he may not
recover in time.
♦ The rules say that dummy should be laid out
sorted into suits, with the suits sorted by rank.
The rules don’t mention it, but it is a good idea
to arrange the cards neatly, in alternate colours.
Having partner fiddle around tidying up the
dummy will not help him make a plan.
♦ The worst crime of all (perhaps only the second
worst; the worst is showing the world that you
don’t have your bidding) is holding back honour
cards. Putting down a suit of 7-5, then the three
other suits, and then adding the ace-king to the
7-5 is not a good idea, as well as being very
tiresome. There is a wonderful Victor Mollo
story where the Rueful Rabbit played quickly
from two small cards in dummy, before his
partner added the ace to the suit. Since RR had a
singleton in the suit, it was absolutely certain
that he would have played the ace if he had seen
it in time. As you would expect, Mollo has
constructed a deal where playing small from
A-x-x in dummy, with a singleton in hand, is the
only successful line. Such good fortune is
unlikely to happen to you in the real world, so
don’t do it.
And what happens after dummy has been
displayed? Declarer says ‘Thank you, partner.’ There
is an art to this; you should sound pleased, positive
but not effusive – effusive doesn’t fool anybody. Or
maybe it does; I have heard of a player calling the
director and claiming he had mis-defended because
declarer had sounded so confident when thanking
dummy. The defender said he had been led to
believe the contract was making.
An alternative is to express a degree of
disappointment when dummy is tabled. I like this
one: ‘I'm sure our opponents will join me in saying
“Thank you”.’ The occasional ‘Where’s the hand you
held during the bidding?’ can cause the defenders to
www.ebu.co.uk

relax and take their eyes of the ball. It’s
gamesmanship, but only of the mildest kind. One
technique I have been known to employ, when
playing with a female partner, is to say ‘Beautiful!’
when dummy goes down, and then add, after a beat,
‘And the dummy’s nice as well.’ The opponents
smile and think what an amiable fellow I am, and
proceed to mis-defend; well, that’s the plan, anyway.
Declarer is now on his own. The only three things
dummy can say are:
♥ ‘Having none?’ when declarer ruffs in hand.
♥ ‘You’re in dummy’ or ‘You’re in your hand’ when
it looks as though partner is about to play from
the wrong hand (only before the card has been
played, mind you – dummy can try and prevent
an infraction, but cannot correct one).
♥ ‘Would you like a drink?’ With this last one you
need to know your partner’s mean-time between
first sip and loss of bridge judgement. I have one
partner where the gap is six minutes. No, not
coffee, silly, alcohol.

A partnership will show its true colours when the
thirteenth trick has been played and the score is
being entered. Alfred Sheinwold said that since the
average person's small supply of politeness must last
him all his life, he can't afford to waste it on bridge
partners. That was certainly the attitude before Best
Behaviour@Bridge was introduced. In olden times
it was common for a player to berate his or her
partner for an error, genuine or perceived. The fear
was that, if you left it until after the session, the
guilty party could claim to have forgotten the
bidding, or deny he held a particular card.
With the availability of hand records after most
sessions, it shouldn’t be necessary to get into a
discussion or heated debate. The only reason to
mention anything would be to query some
systematic disagreement that may crop up again.
Telling partner that the eight of clubs was a winner
isn’t going to make him play the next hand any
better; indeed it might make him play worse. On the
other hand, saying that you had thought you were
playing reverse attitude discards could prevent
another disaster.
Next time we will look at how partnerships
develop; for better, learning to tolerate each other’s
little foibles; or for worse, leading to despair,
dissolution and divorce. Here’s a joke, an oldie but a
goodie: ‘My bridge partner ran off with my wife
and, let me tell you, I really miss him.’
r
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Pairs vs Teams

Bidding at MP Pairs

W

hen trying to improve your match-point
(MP) play (usual duplicate pairs), it is
important to understand how the
approach to bidding should change compared to
playing Teams. We are all taught that at Teams it is
vital to bid your games and slams aggressively as the
rewards are so high for a successful endeavour.
However, much of the Pairs battle comes down to
the part score auctions – when do we push and
when don't we? When should we make that tight
double at Pairs that we would never dream of at
Teams?

DO MPS MEAN NO TRUMPS?
When learning how to bid at bridge, we are
usually taught to focus on the major suits (and
correctly so) and specifically on striving to find an
eight card fit in one of the major suits and making
it our trump suit. This is for good reason – playing
with a trump suit lends control of the hand to our
side assuming we have more of them than the
opponents.
However, playing Pairs (MPs), there is the
dangerous attraction of an extra ten points for
playing in no trumps. We have all been frustrated to
open up the traveller (OK, I am showing my age, I
mean display the scores on the Bridgemate) and see
the fruits of our hard work making eleven tricks in
4™ despite a 4-1 trump break reduced to rubble by
much of the field playing in 3NT for the same
eleven tricks and an agonising +460 compared to
our +450. How did they know to play in no trumps?
The answer, for the most part, is simple. They
didn't! There will always be an element of
guesswork - and for us mere mortals it can be a
painstaking process. Therefore I'd recommend
sticking for the most part to the age-old adage of
playing in a major fit when it exists. Having said
that, one relatively frequent exception is a hand
such as the following:
30 English Bridge October 2016
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by Simon Cope
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J752
K J 10
KQ5
QJ4

If my partner opened a 12-14 no trump and I was
looking at this collection, I would heartily
recommend not using Stayman. Even if partner has
four spades, it is not particularly likely the hand will
play better in spades than no trumps – I have no
shortage No Shape No Stayman! and furthermore I
have soft cards – an excess of queens and jacks, and
a shortage of aces and kings. This means that it
could easily be the case that we have four top losers
playing for ten tricks in a major fit, when we might
scramble home with nine tricks in no trumps. This
should also apply if you have a similar hand with
fewer points and partner opens 2NT – flat hands
with soft cards might just raise to 3NT (although
beware if partner is a habitual opener of ‘lesstraditional’ or unbalanced 2NT. Then perhaps one
should employ Stayman regardless!).

BIDDER'S PARADISE
This is the nickname I like to give to the
vulnerability Love All – where neither side is
vulnerable. It is the best vulnerability for doing a lot
of bidding! Let's just take an example where the
opponents auction has subsided in 2´. If they make
their contract they will score 110. If we bid over
their 2´ and we go down one, we show a profit. If
we go down two, we show a profit unless they
double (which is always a danger).
On the other hand, if they go down one, or even
two, in their 2´ contract, they only concede 50 or
100 points. If we could make anything at the three
level we score better – and of course there is the
added benefit that sometimes they misjudge and
push on to 3´ going down when they would have
been better defending our contract and going plus.
The result is that you see the top players bidding
on hands they would never consider at other
www.ebu.co.uk

vulnerabilities or indeed at the IMP (teams) format.

DOUBLE MORE FREQUENTLY
This means you have to be more prepared to
make tight doubles - if they steal your contract you
must extract the maximum, by doubling and
defending tightly. Of course this means you will
double contracts that make from time to time, but
the beauty is that at Pairs one board is worth the
same as any other, and if you don't double making
contracts once in a while, that probably means you
are not doubling enough!

NO PUSHING FOR THIN GAMES AT PAIRS!
It is said that a vulnerable game at IMPs (mostly
Teams) only needs a 38% probability of succeeding
to make it a worthwhile proposition in the long
term, because of the huge bonus on offer if you
achieve your target. However, the same is most
certainly not true at the Pairs form of the game –
Pairs is more about frequency of gain than size of
the gain. What that means is that pushing for thin
games is a relatively fruitless task – of course one
will score the occasional goal but in the long run it
will not be a profitable approach. Take the following
couple of examples:
´
™
t
®

AK9862
6
K Q 10 4
94

If we open 1´ and hear partner raise us to 2´
with this collection, at IMP scoring I would just
blast to 4´ and let the opponents try and work out
how to defend without any help from the auction.
Indeed top American player Jeff Meckstroth has
famously been quoted as saying if partner freely
raises your one of a major opening and you have a
six card suit, bid game! While that may be pushing
it a little, as most of us don’t play the cards quite as
well as he does, it shows his approach to IMP
bidding. However, with this hand at Pairs, I would
recommend just bidding 3t, as a natural game try
– and if partner bids 3´ over that I will respect it
and try and safeguard a plus score.

´
™
t
®

Hand A
AJ3
Q7
K852
J743
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Hand B
K J 10 2
AJ92
Q 10 4
74

On the next two hands partner deals and opens
1NT (12-14). On Hand A you have eleven high card
points, but truth be told it is a pretty grotty-looking
hand. You have a lack of intermediates (tens and
nines are assigned no value as high cards but
obviously have more trick taking potential than
lower cards) and little prospect of an eight-card
major fit. It is surely percentage to pass 1NT. Of
course partner could have a maximum 14-point
hand and we could make nine tricks, but passing is
playing the percentages. Hand B – despite being the
same shape (4-4-3-2) and holding eleven high card
points – is a much better hand. It contains both four
card majors, so a chance of finding an eight card fit,
and also has some good intermediates in the long
suits. With this hand, I would bid Stayman, and
invite game in a major if a fit is found or in no
trumps if there is no fit.
In the next edition we will take a look at how to
push home the fruits of our excellent match-point
r
bidding in the play of the hand.
I'm giving up bridge - Tonight's my last night
It's amen to Staymen, I give up the fight.
The insults and muddles are giving me troubles
And I can't sleep at night for thinking of doubles.
My cards are all rotten and I have forgotten
Who's played and what's trumps and what's gone on my
right!
So for now it's all over - I'm off to the back wood
I'm bidding good-bye to Gerber and Blackwood
I can't stand the hassle, I can't stand the pain
I'm getting those bad cards again and again.
So I'm giving up bridge - Tonight's a bad night.
Declarer is horrid and nothing's going right.
My partner's a dope and I'm losing all hope.
And when he says ‘double’ I know we're in trouble.
My points are not high and I'm wondering why
He kept on bidding right up to the sky.
We're in seven spades and all my hope fades
When surprise, surprise, the high bidding pays!
We're winning all tricks, the defenders feel sick,
And I have to admit my partner's a brick
But I'm giving up bridge - Tonight's my last night.!
Farewell to conventions - I give up the fight.
So I leave with few words but some that are true,
Bridge is a game - not for me but for you.
So be kind to your partners and don't mind their cheek.
For it's only a game - Oh! Yes. I'll see you next week.
Sent in by Barrie Tankel. Source unknown
October 2016 English Bridge
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B R ID G E H A H A
2

4

3

5

6

7

10

9

12

11
CROSSWORD NO 4

13

14
17

16

15
18
21

19
22

20
23

24
25

25. Nasty sounding manner (4)
26. Happen our two clubs makes (5)
27. South’s moved out of apartment,
having received right sort of bid there
may well be strings attached) (10)

8

Compiled by MERMAN
Answers page 53

1

26

27

ACROSS
1. Big fishes signal caution to sailors (10)
9. Hear one offering a price allowance (5)
10. Country convention that’s not unknown (4)
11. Fifty-one doctors take their chances when going out on them (5)
13. Some partnerships met in retreat? Indeed (5)
14. Epic struggle East follows - just one of the 13 (5)
15. Gifted shuffle (6)
19. One leading (most likely from the East) and it’s left to North: it’s the sort of
thing sitting out might produce (6)
21. Makes bigger hole in what kings and queens have left missing (5)
23. Restrains clubs playing with different hand (5)
24. Stall when oaf turns up with spade king (5)

DOWN
1. Wells suppliers, as incorporated, I
frequented half in a daze (8)
2. Timid Samuel lost lead playing
simultaneous events (10)
3. Put in packs back to front (5)
4. See 5.
5 & 4. Judge TDs having to produce
what are sometimes encouraging
responses (4,6)
6. England Bridge leadership
consumed by a lion (6)
7. Situations where aces should be
played by South (5)
8. Take a note, some competitions
might be so boisterous (10)
12. Before the horse bolts, check
stable to offset liabilities (8)
16. Imagine a sacrifice going off - sign
required (6)
17. One’s father was a Union man
somewhere way out West (6)
18. Declarer needed right discard from
one making an impression (5)
20. Study of political ideas politician’s
taken from outcome of auction (5)
22. Card game you can play by
yourself? (4)

WHO else but Simon Cochemé
would come up with the idea for this
great cartoon beautifully drawn by
Canada’s Bill Buttle. Thank you both.
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BR IDG E HA HA

Send in funny
letters an d jokes
to the editor for
consideration

CAPTION COMP
ETITION

WELL look who’s pla
ying here. As usual,
please inundate me
with captions to
accompany the pictur
e. The best, (yes –
it’s just my opinion)
will
box of Prestat’s very su win a delicious
perior chocolates.
These brightly colou
red boxes, together
with the scrumptiou
s contents, have
become synonymous
with good taste –
in all the best ways.
Send your entries to lou
@ebu.co.uk by
26th October, or post
to Editor, Raggett
House, Bowdens, Lang
port, TA10 0DD.
CONGRATULATION
S to Mike Wood
who sent in my fav
ourite (see below).
Other close contenders
we
in the No Fear Pairs’ fro re ‘Shark Alert
m Simon Haynes
and ‘I thought Eastbou
rne was a friendly
place. He must be
an imposter from
Brighton’ from Peter
Bellord.

HAVE you got a photo of you or
friends playing bridge in fancy
dress? SEND IT IN!

J

Winning caption:
He’s taking a risk – op
ening with only ten po
int

s.

MIKE Leac
h found th
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Roman reci
pe for Julia
n Pottage.
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Not
a key in
gredient is
brains. To se
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al page, visit
goo.gl/hevYb
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THE CLUB INDIVIDUAL . . .
Simon Cochemé
Every year on the fourteenth of May,
You don’t need a partner to play.
They’ll all be provided.
You’ll find them divided –
Into terrible, poor and OK.
I started the evening with Eva,
A notorious under-achiever.
She got into trouble,
A penalty double.
Not a thing I could do except leave her.
For round two I teamed up with
Trevor;
With nine trumps he thought he’d
be clever.
He decided to guess
Which way to finesse,
Forgetting ‘Eight ever, nine never’.
No-one overbids like Miss Julie,
Random and really unruly.
She just wouldn’t stop,
Gave the oppo a top,
And zero percent for yours truly.
He liked his bridge ditties, did Clive.
Had two for when holding six-five.
‘When my suits are five-six,
Then I’ve got lots of tricks.’
Or better: ‘Six-five, come alive.’
Then I moved on to Miranda.
She bid with absolute candour.
On the first hand we played
I opened ‘One Spade’,
And she replied ‘Yes’ so they
banned her.
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I was lucky when partnering Andy.
We hadn’t discussed playing Landy.
I was really aghast,
When my two clubs was passed,
But he had eight of them which
was handy.
I got to a grand slam with Grace,
And ended with egg on my face.
Was five clubs four-one,
Or was it three-none?
Bid seven hearts missing an ace!

Then I had two hands with James;
Bid a couple of excellent games.
His play wasn’t great,
And I feared for our fate,
But he made them with dubious
claims.
Next I was partnering Brenda,
A somewhat self-centred defender.
She’d concentrate hard
On selecting her card,

A magnificent first board with Mike,
I had no idea that he’d psyche.
One spade minus four,
Was an excellent score –
The sort of result that I like!

And ignore all the signals I’d send

Next up was Madame Monique,
French and incredibly chic.
‘One Heart’ (cri de coeur),
Then ‘One Spade’ by her,
Raised to four in great fit of pique.

So I told my strength,

It was great when I partnered Pauline,
A regular player and keen.
Her use of a splinter
Helped us to get inter
A grand and I made all thirteen.
The next one I think was called Harry,
Or perhaps he was Cary or Larry.
Truth be to tell
We didn’t do well.
Ah, now I recall, he was Barry.
I was worried when playing with
Frieda,
But later I had to concede her
Bidding was fine,
(Far better than mine),
And in her defence a great leader.

her.
She queried my talent, did Mabel,
Was I up for it? she asked. Was I
able?
And I showed her my length,
And I laid it all out on the table.
My penultimate partner was Pam,
When we sat down she told me ‘I
am
Addicted to Gerber.’
She was right and her fervour,
Got us up to a non-making slam.
I ended the night with Nevena.
I hoped I was on to a winner.
She had the same name as
Somebody famous,
But alas she was just a beginner.
The evening was quite a success,
I did poorly but nevertheless,
It was great fun to play,
And I’m happy to say,
My score won’t be on NGS.
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The Bridge Quadrille

Good evening partner. A decision.

‘Won't you play a little faster?’ Said the husband to the wife.
The players just behind us are threatening your life,
See how eagerly opponents think you must be in a trance
‘Play a card, quite soon dear, then we can at last advance.
They are waiting for the table - will you try to break your trance?’
Will you, won't you, will you, won't you, will you break your trance?
Will you, won't you, will you, won't you, will you break your trance?

We'll give up Acol; Use Precision.

You really have no notion of the pressure on me put,
Or the ethical positions that can almost twist my gut,
When they reserve the right to protest for your pass so very slow,
Exposing information that I have no right to know ,
I only writhe in anguish when they look at me askance
Will you, won't you, will you , won't you,
Won't you just advance?

For suit preference, use McKinny.

‘What matters it how long I pause? ‘ The charming wife replied,
‘I am troubled by decisions - that - I really cannot hide,
There are other games, we could both play, with lesser risk of strife,
You surely cannot treat the game as if it's death or life?’
So turn not pale, each card I play I will not take a chance,
Will not cannot, will not cannot, will not cannot, could not, end the
trance.

Solitaire

James Ragresh

A new pack of cards, of itself, is no use
To your typical bridge-playing asocial recluse.
What’s she to do re the missing components
Like a partner to play with and a pair of opponents?
Has she considered it might better suit her
To have a bridge app installed on computer?
That way she could avoid awkward personal relationships
And save her new pack of cards to play patience with.
Michael Marr
All forty winters hath besieged my brow,😀
And fogged the cells that catch the spots😄
My dated triumphs, since lost their glow
Nostalgic found in hidden folder slots.😍
Old press columns bleached by time and must,😜
Are long forgot by partners featured😛
And yet still the game preserves my lust😍
The errors since remain untutored.😜
But does my mind still seek excuse?😘
For signals missed and coups lain fallow, 😝
I oft, employ the greasy lawyers ruse,😍
Just feed them lies and hope they’ll swallow.

www.ebu.co.uk

No! Strong No Trumps are out of favour.
For Heavens Sakes! Don't speak of Gerber.
Since my bridge cruise down to Rio,
I play The Multi, and with some brio.
No! No! No! Don't be a ninny.
Whan we're slamming, Key Card Blackwood;
After Jacobi, that's when you should
Bid . . . Why are you screwing up your
card?
Don't shout Joan. I am NOT hard
Of . . .Me? Moronic? Bumptious Beast?
Director. At table two we need an East.
Ed Blincoe
There was a young lady called Hubble
Who caused us a whole load of trouble,
For she just kept on saying,
‘Is it poker I’m playing?’
And so every call was a double.
Adrienne Tinn
A contrary lass is Michelle,
At the table she’s sure to rebel.
On the very first mention
Of any convention,
She opts to play au naturel.
John Standley

Best of the
Rest o n page
72 in the
o nline extra

Tony Scouller
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Review

Bridge Scoring Apps

by Barry Morrison

N

ew electronic scoring software is able to
run on common-or-garden smartphones
and tablets. We asked one rural club to
review a couple of the main contesters – the UK’s
home-grown BriAn and Jannersten’s BridgeTabs.
Winscombe Bridge Club, in North Somerset, was
perfectly placed. It has a weekly duplicate taking
place in a community hall which has installed
rural-paced Wi-Fi, and is relatively central in the
county. But what really marked it out is Barry
Morrison – a self-styled ‘club geek’ who enjoys
tinkering with new technology and understands
the finer points of bridge-scoring software. Luckily
he was happy to put the two systems to the test, and
write our review.
In order to put the software through its paces
Winscombe invited players from clubs across the
county. It made for a very jolly and social couple of
evenings with lots of cross-county introductions,
and drew representatives from the unaffiliated
clubs who enjoyed seeing the information
available using electronic scoring and computerdealt hands.
For Barry’s full review, which includes costs, go
to page 66 online, but here are the highlights.

on the result. BriAn requires no central computer at
the venue, although results can be relayed back to a
club computer if desired. What it does require is
flawless internet. Each time a score is entered it is
transmitted to a BriAn central server which
computes the result and returns standard feedback.
BriAn uses its own scoring software which seems
perfectly adequate, but directors familiar with other
systems may resent the lack of choice.
Overall director’s rating: 33333 4.5

BriAn and BridgeTabs both use apps available
from Google Play, which can be downloaded onto a
smartphone or tablet. Using larger touchscreens is a
huge improvement on older methods, and the 7"
tablets were definitely easier than smartphones,
which were a little fiddly.

C

BRIAN
The software is easy to install and can be used on
up to four devices at each table. Every player can
have their own phone or tablet, putting an end to
craning over the table to see a result which, all too
often, has been passed over by the operator. The
scoring works as long as at least one person at the
table has a device, but it also works leaving a tablet
on the table to remain, by convention, with North.
Players input the contract, lead and result on
tailor-made screens which then provide feedback
36 English Bridge October 2016

BriAn screens – you can keep your own score

C
C
C
C

BRIAN PROS
Runs on phones and tablets with everyone and
anyone welcome to keep score, so leaning over
to see percentages and previous results on a
single device is not an issue.
Runs on the internet, not on a local network,
so excellent for bridge at multiple sites such as
café bridge.
Cheap option for irregular users as no capital
outlay.
Very good for an individual who runs
infrequent duplicates, perhaps in classes, and
the odd charity event as it requires no outlay
on hardware.
Clear and intuitive screens – almost no
training required for users.
www.ebu.co.uk

D
D
D
D

BRIAN CONS
Runs on built-in scoring software which seems
good, but directors must familiarise
themselves with it.
If you have no tablets, you must ask players to
download software and use their own phones.
Players must arrive with fully-charged phones
and sufficient data allowance if there’s no Wi-Fi.
Full and strong internet access is essential.

EBU later when the internet is available.
Overall director’s rating: 33333 5.0

C

BRIDGETAB PROS
Runs on most scoring software allowing
directors to choose one they are familiar with
Clear and intuitive screens – almost no
training required for users
Does not need internet – a local area network
is easy to set up

C
C

USER FEEDBACK

Overall ease of use and success: 33333 4.3
For those using their own phones:
Ease of software installation & set-up 33333 5.0
Intuitive screens: 3333 3.4
Ease of reading screen: 33333 4.4
Better than dedicated hardware? 33333 5.0
Good solution for clubs? 33333 5.0
For those using tablets:
Intuitive screens: 33333 4.7
Ease of reading screen: 33333 5.0
Better than dedicated hardware? 33333 5.0

USER COMMENTS
‘If BriAn is cheaper than alternative hardware
options you should 100% switch. It would be VERY
SIMPLE to use next time!’
‘This is the future’
‘Better because with other systems only the operator
knows, more or less, what’s going on. With one’s own
phone, all is made clear’
‘Brilliant – far better than Bridgemates’
‘Tablets better than phones. Would be OK after
some use. Harder for IT phobics.’
‘My only problem related to the small size of the
phone screen – BriAn on a tablet is much easier.’

BRIDGETABS
Most clubs using BridgeTabs will probably make
an investment in tablets. Winscombe initially
bought £30 tablets which were not up to the job, but
after replacing these with Amazon ones costing
around £50 each we had no problems. One device is
left at each table to use for scoring. While this could
be a smartphone, players are unlikely to be happy to
leave it at the table when they move on. The system
also requires a central computer to act as the server.
BridgeTabs works with the scoring programme of
your choice and needs just a local network. If there
is no internet, a £20 ‘dongle’ on the computer will
allow the devices and computer to ‘talk’ and score.
Results can then be uploaded to a website or the
www.ebu.co.uk

BridgeTab screenshots
Rated very clear and intuitive for users

D

D

BRIDGETAB CONS
On the ‘traveller’ screen the lead seems more
prominent than the contract which is lost on
the left hand side, although inputting the lead
is optional. It can be confusing. For instance, if
the contract is 4´ and the lead is ™2, it looks
like the contract is 2™.
Keeping tablets charged and storing them.

USER FEEDBACK

Overall ease of use and success: 33333 5.0
Intuitive screens: 33333 4.5
Ease of reading screen: 33333 4.7
Better or worse than dedicated hardware system?
Unanimously better 33333 5.0
Good solution for clubs? 33333 5.0

USER COMMENTS
‘An excellent clear system’
‘Tablets are very easy to read’
‘As an ancient bridge player (80+) this modern
technology is putting me off playing bridge.’
‘Too many problems with needing router, computer,
charging and space for equipment’
r
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50th Summer Meeting at Eastbourne
Harold Poster Cup
19-21 August 2016
1 Alexander Allfrey (MID)
& Andrew Robson (LON)
2 John Sansom (WOR) &
Jason Hackett (STA)
3 Stefan Skorchev (MID) &
Christophe Grosset (FRA)
4 Kieran Dyke (LON) &
Michael Byrne (MAN)
5 Gary Jones (BRB)&
Jerry Harouni (MID)
6 Eric Cummings (SOM) &
Ceri Pierce (SOM)
Highest B stratification pair
24 Michael Alishaw (LON) &
Stephen Kennedy (SUS)
Highest C stratification pair
(Brighton Plate)
70 Alex Lawton (DER) &
James Green (WIL)

2

Monday Open Pairs
1
2

19 August 2016
Daniel Cardnell (LON) &
Szczepan Smoczynski (LON)

Saturday Speedball
1

20 August 2016
Croz Croswell (LAN),
Matthew Brown (DIR),
John Atthey (NOE),
James Thrower (YOR)

22 August 2016
Mike Bell (LON) &
Bill Gardner (KEN)
Rosa Richardson (NFK) &
Rob Richardson (NFK)

3

Seniors Pairs - B
1

2
3

1

2

22-24 August 2016
Tom Townsend (LON),
Alex Hydes (LON), Sarah
O'Connor (LON), Mike Bell
(LON), Michael Byrne
(MAN), Ewa Kater (LON),
Tom Paske (MID)
Clare Hamon (DEV), Janet
McQueen (MID), Barry
Smale (DEV), Ann Husk
(DEV)

2
3

20 August 2016
Pauline Cohen (MID) &
Elizabeth Barnard (MID)
Stephen Pierce (KEN) &
Monica Aitken (KEN)
Geoffrey Bailey (SUR) &
Janet Smith (DOR)

Play with the Experts
22 August 2016
N/S 1 Tom Townsend (LON)
& Alex Hydes (LON)
2 Malcolm Schofield (KEN)
& Cor Segers (KEN)
E/W 1 Brenda Glaze (USA) &
Meg Andrews (USA)
2 Janet McQueen (MID) &
Clare Hamon (DEV)

1
2

22 August 2016
1 Roger Pratt (SUR)
2 Barbara Trenchard (SUS)
3= Peter Breakell (MID)
3= Paddy Lockwood (SUF)

1
2

1
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23 August 2016
Roger Poulter (SUS) &
Pyers Pennant (SUS)
Eddie Richart (SUR) &
Winnie Godber (ESX)

1

2

3

1
2

1
2

1
2
3

1
2
3

2

24 August 2016
Jon Downing (WAR) &
Julian Wernick (WAR)
Jonathan Richards (AVN)
& Alan Jarvis (YOR)

1
2
3

23 August 2016
Oliver Powell (SUS) &
Jonathan Derrick (SUS)
Sam Behrens (LON) & Ben
Norton (LEI)
Daniel Winter (YOR) &
Dylan Dissanayake (MID)

1

2

Mixed Pivot Teams
1

2

Seniors Pairs - A
1
2

23 August 2016
Charles Chisnall (SUR) &
John Short (SUR)
Bill Hirst (KEN) & Kath
Nelson (MAN)

3

24 August 2016
Bill Gardner (KEN),
Diane Nettleton (OXF),
Matthew Covill (OXF),
Peter Griffin (SUS)
Mike Bell (LON), Michael
Byrne (MAN), Sarah
O'Connor (LON), Ben
Norton (LEI)
Geoffrey Wolfarth (SUS),
Ros Wolfarth (SUS), Gary
Hyett (MAN), Brian
Senior (YOR)

25 August 2016
Susan Deacon (NHM) &
Jim Deacon (NHM)
Alex Hydes (LON) &
Susanna Gross (LON)
Christine Jepson (SUS) &
Neil Watts (SUS)

PaB Teams

Wednesday Open Pairs
1

25 August 2016
Catherine Seale (MID) &
Tom Paske (MID)
Geoffrey Craggs (SUS)&
Rosemary Craggs (SUS)

Mixed Prs Champ’ships

GCH Fox Champ Prs
23 August 2016
Sarah O'Connor (LON) &
Ben Norton (LEI)
Michael Byrne (MAN)&
Ewa Kater (LON)
Mark Tilley (NHM) & Jim
Deacon (NHM)

24-25 August 2016
Brian Crack (KEN),
Shirley Goldwin (KEN),
Diana Avis (KEN), Colin
Wilson (KEN)
Kath Nelson (MAN), Alan
Nelson (MAN), Bernard
Goldenfield (MAN),
Rhona Goldenfield (MAN)
Patrick Collins (KEN),
Bill Hirst (KEN), Peter
Law (KEN), Clive Cubitt
(BRB)

Thursday Open Pairs

Tuesday Open Pairs
23 August 2016
Mark Tilley (NHM) & Jim
Deacon (NHM)
Michael Byrne (MAN) &
Jonathan Richards (AVN)

24 August 2016
Jackie Davies (HRT) &
Mark Hooper (DOR)

Seniors Teams

U26 Pairs

Sunday Open Teams
21 August 2016
Srimath Agalawatte
(HRT), Barbara
McKinnon (HRT),
Jacqueline Snook (HRT),
David Collier (HRT)

1

Golf & Bridge

Sunday Open Pairs
21 August 2016
Robert Miller (NHM)&
Tim Durdin (NHM)
Richard Sydenham (SUS)
& Nigel Guthrie (BRB)

23 August 2016
Robert Teesdale (HRT) &
Arnie Anidjar-Romain
(HRT)
Richard Millard (SUR) &
Sue Millard (SUR)
Janet Barnes (BRB) & Nigel
Guthrie (BRB)

Wednesday Speedball

Snrs Pairs - Consolation

1-day Swiss Pairs
1

Peter Law (KEN) & Clive
Cubitt (BRB)

M-W Afternoon Teams

Friday Speedball
1

Alex Hydes (LON), Ewa
Kater (LON), Sarah
O’Connor (LON), Tom
Paske (MID)

26 August 2016
Alistair Kent (STA),
Andrew McIntosh (MID),
James Thrower (YOR),
David Debbage (LAN)
David Price (SUF), Paul
Hackett (STA), Jason
Hackett (STA), David
Mossop (DIR)

Friday Open Pairs
1
2

26 August 2016
Colin Haywood (HRT) &
Ian Kemp (HRT)
Sarah Teshome (YOR) &
Richard Winter (YOR)

Friday Speedball
1

26 August 2016
Szczepan Smoczynski (LON)
& Chantal Girardin (LON)

www.ebu.co.uk

1-day Swiss Pairs
27 August 2016
1 Jeff Clargo (LON) &
Simon Carter (SUR)
2= Bill Gardner (KEN) &
Chris Taylor (ESX)
2= Christine Dyer (SUR) &
David Dawson (SUR)

Swiss Teams - Brighton Bowl
1 Frances Hinden (SUR),
Graham Osborne (SUR),
Jeffery Allerton (SUR),
Peter Lee (SUR)
2 Mike Ash (CUM),
Christopher Chambers (SUF), Alex
Gipson (KEN),
P Gipson (DIR)

Haro

ld P
oste
r Cu
p

Bri dge
Golf &

Saturday Speedball
1

27 August 2016
Alex Hydes (LON),
Andrew McIntosh (MID),
Tom Paske (MID), James
Thrower (YOR)

trat
oster B-S
Harold P

Un der 2
6 Pairs

1
2
3

28 August 2016
Corneliu Rimboiu (SUR)
& Angie Mathers (SUR)
Chris Taylor (ESX) & Bill
Gardner (KEN)
Jon Downing (WAR) &
Meg Andrews

Four-Stars Teams
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

GCH Fox Champ Prs

1-day Swiss Pairs

26-28 August 2016
Gary Hyett (MAN),
Howard Melbourne (DER),
Barbara Travis (AUS),
Fiona Brown (YOR)
Barry Myers (BRB), Sally
Brock (BRB), Ben Green
s
Seniors Pair
(LON), John Holland
Haro
(MAN)
ld Po
Dan McIntosh (CHI),
ster
Rune Hauge (CHI), Glenn
C-st
rat
Groetheim (NORWAY),
Petter Tondel (NORWAY)
Mixe d Pivot
Teams
Andrew Black (LON),
William Whittaker (DIR),
Gunnar Hallberg (LON),
Phil King LON)
Tom Hanlon (HRT),
Hugh McGann (DIR),
Mark Moran (DIR), Rory
Boland
Giles Woodruff (CAH),
Gerard Thompson (SUR),
Andy Bowles (MID),
Shireen Mohandes (MID)
B final
Jeremy Willans (KEN),
Ian Draper (YOR), John
Murdoch (OXF), Iain
Sime (SCOT)
David Mossop (DIR),
Jason Hackett (STA), Paul
Hackett (STA), David
Final
Teams, B
s
Price (SUF)
r
a
t
S
Fo ur
Marion Robertson (LON),
Mike Bell (LON), Kieran
Dyke (LON), Michael
Byrne (MAN)
Every effort has been made to provide correct names and counties. We apologise if there are errors.

Swiss Team
s, Brighton
Bowl

s
Senior

Teams

Four-Stars Teams, A Final

3
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EBU News
AWARDS WEEKEND

F

our awards were presented by the EBU and
English Bridge Education and Development
at the Summer Meeting.

Tom Bradley Award
Alan
Shillitoe
received
the
Tom
Bradley Award for his
contribution to junior
bridge – his work with
the junior international
squads
and
his
contribution to the
development of English
Bridge Education and
Development's Junior
Award Scheme.

EASTBOURNE is the
NEW Brighton

W

e’ve just had our first Summer Meeting
in Eastbourne after nearly fifty years in
Brighton and for the most part it went
well. Major complaints about Brighton were the
expense of hotels and restaurants, and the slightly
threatening atmosphere leaving the venue late at
night. On all of these points Eastbourne seems to
have been an improvement.
Those arriving for the first time mentioned the
ease of parking – just a few pounds a day in the NCP
car park or free some of the time on the streets.
Parking costs and hassle were part of the feedback
from a survey about Brighton that had led us to
make the move.

Young Player and
Young Pair
of the Year
Tom Paske (left) received
the Young Player of the Year Award, and Ben
Norton and Sam Behrens (right) received the
Young Pair of the Year Award.

Life Membership
Jim Proctor, who was
the EBU's longest serving
Tournament
Director
when he retired earlier
this year, was presented
with Life Membership.
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The Winter Garden venue has perhaps seen better
days, but it is part of the charm of this characterful
and interesting building. There are plans to
renovate the whole complex in a couple of years
which is likely to bring a fair amount of disruption.
Of course not everything was perfect: there were
a few days when the unexpectedly hot weather
made the main playing rooms unpleasant, even
after we managed to hire some air-conditioning. It
is something we’ll have to look at for next year and
see what solutions we can find if it gets very hot. On
days when the temperature was a bit lower, having
all the doors and windows open (once the venue
trusted us not to abuse their health and safety
www.ebu.co.uk

regulations relating to fire exits) usually provided a pleasant
enough playing area and for many a welcome change to the
windowless boxes we often play in.
The other thing that many said was a lack of young people.
Certainly it’s true that a number of regular attendees weren’t
there this year (though they are not all as young now as they
remember being!), which is a pity since they could doubtless have
made their own entertainment and atmosphere even in a quieter
town like Eastbourne. Others did stay in Brighton and travel over

CALENDAR

OF EVENTS

n OCTOBER 2016
8-9
14-16
16
22-23
28-30
29-30
29-30
29-30
29-30

Gold Cup Finals, Young Chelsea
Bridge Club, London
72nd Autumn Congress, Holiday
Inn, Peterborough, (see p51)
Devon BA-Plymouth Congress,
Future Inn, Plymouth
Premier League 1, Young
Chelsea BC and Richmond BC
Really Easy Autumn Break, Star
Inn, Alfriston, East Sussex
Premier League 2
Manchester BC
Lancashire Congress, Brierfield &
Blackburn Bridge Clubs
Kent Congress, Tunbridge Wells
Malvern Congress, Worcester

n NOVEMBER 2016

4-6
5-6
10-12
11-13
11-13
19-20

each day to play and that could be a way of combining the
nightlife of Brighton with the bridge in Eastbourne for those
who want the best of both worlds.
Numbers for the first weekend’s Swiss Pairs were similar to
those of last year and attendance at the one-day weekend events
was good, as was the Really Easy Congress, but the other midweek events and the second weekend Swiss Teams were down
quite a bit. Anecdotal evidence was that the bank holiday on the
second weekend put some players off coming, but that will
change next year, as the Eastbourne Air Show means we’ve had to
bring the Summer Meeting forward to the first two weekends of
August in order to avoid the noise. It may well work to our
advantage since it also means that there will be less of a clash with
the World Bridge Teams in Lyon at the end of August.
We started the event with a financial advantage by moving to
Eastbourne. There were significantly reduced room hire costs
and associated savings for things like TD accommodation, which
allowed us to reduce entry fees by about 10% and once again give
discounts to those who entered for the whole ten days. We don’t
yet have the figures to tell us whether the bottom line of the
Meeting has improved, but one thing of which I am sure is that
Eastbourne provides us with the best chance of sustaining a long
Summer Meeting over the coming years.
I hope to see you there in 2017!
Gordon Rainsford
www.ebu.co.uk

23
26-27

Seniors Congress, Wokefield
Park, Reading (see p49)
Premier League 3, West
Midlands Bridge Club, Solihull
European Champions Cup,
Zagreb, Croatia
NEBA Congress, Newcastle
Torquay Congress
Tollemache Qualifier, Holiday
Inn, Birmingham Airport
EBU AGM, Imperial Hotel,
London
Middlesex Congress, Queen
Elizabeth’s School, Barnet

n DECEMBER 2016
16-18
27-30
28-30

Senior Trials for Teltscher Trophy,
West Midlands BC, Solihull
London Year End Congress
Royal National Hotel, London,
(see p49)
Blackpool Year End Congress,
Hilton Hotel, Blackpool, (see p49)

n JANUARY 2017
6-8
6-8
7-8
9-12
21-22

27-29

Midland Counties Congress
West Midlands BC, Solihull
Camrose Trophy - 1st w/e,
England
Manchester Congress
Marriott V&A Hotel
British Winter Sim Pairs
Various clubs
National Point-a-Board Teams,
Young Chelsea BC, London
(see p51)
Lady Milne Trials, Young Chelsea
Bridge Club

n FEBRUARY 2017
2-8

Bridge Overseas - Lisbon Congress
(see p49)
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Ask Gordon

Fumbling in the bidding & play
by Gordon Rainsford, EBU Chief Tournament Director
click

Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk
Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information provided is incorrect or incomplete.

I once made a dubious double,
After my partner went into a huddle.
The opps were not happy,
TD thought it shabby,
And I got a PP* for my trouble.
* procedural penalty

P

eter Francis asked, ‘Can you please give me
advice on how the director should deal with
this situation. The contract is 4´. Dummy
as North plays a heart, East ruffs it with the ´6,
declarer plays the ´5 (he has ´5 and ´8 left in his
hand), West plays a heart. Declarer then says he
meant to play the ´8. Should this be allowed as a
mechanical error, or should the played card
stand?’
The relevant laws are:
Law45C2. Declarer must play a card from his hand if
it is (a) held face up, touching or nearly touching the
table; or (b) maintained in such a position as to
indicate that it has been played.
Law45C4(b) Until his partner has played a card a
player may change an unintended designation if he
does so without pause for thought. If an opponent has,
in turn, played a card that was legal before the change
in designation, that opponent may withdraw the card
so played, return it to his hand, and substitute another
(see Laws 47D and 16D1).
It is this second law that people are talking about
when they talk of mechanical errors although that
phrase does not appear anywhere in the laws.
However, it only applies to designated cards, not to
played cards, and so it almost always applies to a
card called from dummy.
42 English Bridge October 2016

link

Once a declarer’s card has been played it may not
be changed. Until it has reached that state of having
been played (held face up, touching or nearly
touching the table; or maintained in such a position
as to indicate that it has been played), it may be
changed if declarer wishes for any reason at all,
whether or not it has been seen by anyone else.
STEPHEN Hanslip asked what should happen in
the following situation:
‘I was sitting North, dealer was West. Having
sorted my cards very quickly, I went to the bidding
box and took hold of the 1® card, as if to make a
bid – which I intended to do. East saw what I was
doing, and said ‘Stop! - It’s not your turn.’ and I
dropped the bidding card back in to the box.
Neither South nor West, intent on sorting their
cards, had noticed my action, and neither saw
what bid I planned to make.’
Our regulations say ‘A call is made using bidding
boxes when it is removed from the box with
apparent intent,’ so from your description the call
had not been made (it is removed when there is
space between the bottom of the bidding card and
the top of the remaining bidding cards). As such,
your left hand opponent has no option to accept the
bid, since it was not made. The auction proceeds as
usual, but your partner has Unauthorised
Information from which he must take care to avoid
gaining an advantage.
Had the call been removed from the bidding box,
it would have been considered made, whether or
not anyone else saw it, and so the Call out of
Rotation laws apply. East (but not West) has the
option of accepting the bid, which would by then
have been made visible. Note that East’s comment
neither accepts nor rejects the call out of turn and
the TD should be called to explain everyone’s
options.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
Photo: Peter Hasenson

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game All?
click
Julian Pottage gives his answers on
link
page 62.

PATRICK JOURDAIN
1942-2016
PATRICK JOURDAIN was Wales’ most-capped
bridge player with more than 70 appearances over
six decades. He was also the Daily Telegraph’s
bridge correspondent from 1992, and editor of
the International Bridge Press Association
Bulletin for 20 years from 1982, before being
elected IBPA’s President in 2003.
Jourdain won a scholarship to Peterhouse,
Cambridge where he supposedly read Physics and
Natural Sciences while actually spending much of
his time playing bridge. He was Secretary of the
University Bridge Club and played in the 1964
Varsity match.
He joined GKN Steel in Cardiff, which was
nationalised shortly after. In 1965 he won a place
on the Welsh bridge team and was its youngest
ever player – 23 – in a match against Northern
Ireland. A later move to Glasgow saw him play for
Scotland, helping them win the Camrose Trophy.
In 1976 Jourdain won the Gold Cup, the British
Knockout Championships, and was already
earning money as a writer and teacher of bridge.
He took the major decision to switch to bridge
full time. He returned to Cardiff in 1977 as
manager of the main bridge club and taught over
1,000 people to play bridge as Principal of the
Cardiff School of Bridge.
When a quirky story of his about a computer
coming fifth made the Telegraph’s front page,
Jourdain was exhilarated. ‘Today,’ he told a friend,
‘my words have been read by more people than
saw Shakespeare when he was alive!’ ‘Ah’, his
friend replied, ‘but how many will remember your
words two hundred years after you are dead?’
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 1
´–
™ Q J 10 8 6
tAQ9
®K9653

Hand 2
´ A J 10 8 6 4
™ A76
tJ95
®6

Hand 3
´ 10 8 7 5 3
™AK6
tJ
®AKQ7

Hand 4
´ KJ874
™984
tK92
® 82

W

N

E
Pass

S
1t

N

E

S
1NT

W
1´
?

N
Pass

E
2´

S
Pass

W

N

1´
?

Pass

E
1™
3™

S
Pass
Pass

?

W

?

Hand 5
´ 92
™A97
t A K Q 10 6 3
® J7

W
1t
?

N
Pass

E
1™

S
Pass

Hand 6
´ K 10 9 7 4 2
™ J 10 5 3
t–
®QJ7

W

N
1t

E
1™

S
1NT

?
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Great Bridge Disasters

Go for the ruff and discard

click

by David Burn

T

he match between England and Italy in the
Open series at the recent European
Championships represented England’s last
chance of qualifying for a place in next year’s
Bermuda Bowl. For two boards nothing happened.
Then Italy embarked on one of the more
remarkable runs of uninterrupted scoring ever seen
at this level of play – or any other, come to that. The
chief architect of England’s destruction was
Lorenzo Lauria, who played in the last days of the
great Blue Team before spearheading the current
version of the Azzuri. He guessed a game contract
better than his counterpart at the other table – 12
IMPs to Italy. And he played this hand rather well.

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ Q432
™ KQ5
t Q754
® 54
A 10 7
´ 8
N
A76
™ J 10 4 3
W
E
AK83
t J2
S
10 6 2
® AKQJ83
´ KJ965
™ 982
t 10 9 6
® 97

The final contract at both tables was not a
promising one. When England held the East-West
cards this was the bidding:
West
2t
4´
6®
1

North
Pass
3´
Pass
All Pass

East
1®1
4®
5®

South
1´2
Pass
Pass

link

It is not easy to distinguish in the bidding
between holdings of A-7-6 and A-9-6; if West’s
hearts had been a fraction better, the slam would
have been a decent spot. As it was it had the
proverbial two chances – slim and none. The Italian
South, who was three decades and more from being
born when Lauria played his first match for Italy,
led a heart. Slim had left town, and Italy scored 200.
When Italy were East-West, this was the auction:
West
Versace

North

East
South
Lauria
Pass
1®1
1´2
3
4
2´
3´
Dble
Pass
4´
Pass
5®
Pass
5NT5
Pass
6®6
All Pass
1
Clubs or balanced, 2 They’ll doubtless do this at the
other table, 3 Good hand, not four hearts, 4 Extra values,
no specific direction (though aimed at 3NT initially),
5
Pick a slam (6® or 6NT), 6 Watch and learn,
grasshopper

South at this table led a spade, and Lauria swung
into action. He won with dummy’s ´A, ruffed a
spade with ®8, cashed a high club, led a low club to
dummy’s ®10, ruffed a spade and ran ™J to North’s
™Q. That left this position:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
–
A7
AK83
6

Q
K5
Q754
–
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
10 4 3
J2
KQ

KJ
98
10 9 6
–

Clubs or balanced, 2 Is it my turn?
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If North exited with a heart, it would give the
Italian the whole suit and his slam with it. A
diamond exit might cost one trick if declarer had
the jack, but one trick was not enough for the
contract, so North played a diamond. Lauria put the
jack on it, played a heart to dummy’s ™A, and
played off his last two clubs. Down to ™K and
tQ75, with dummy holding tAK8 and declarer
™10, North could do nothing but inscribe 1370 in
the minus column of his scorecard. The running
total in the match at this point was Italy 60 –
England 0, and there was no way back from there.
The Editor reminds me that I am supposed to
write a limerick. I consider it unfortunate that the
North player is not a Cornishman, otherwise in
view of the fact that a spade in the diagrammed
position would give declarer an eleventh trick but
not a chance for a twelfth I could submit:

A hapless defender from Liskeard
Wrote a very large minus on his card.
The negligent menace

Tony Priday Memorial Event
AVENUE BC is holding a memorial bridge event
with trophy on 28 October. The evening starts at
6.30pm with drinks, followed by bridge at 7pm.
http://www.bridgewebs.com/avenue/

LICENSED BRIDGE
When you see the ‘LB’ sign in an advertisement
in the magazine, it means that:

•

and received, a licence from the EBU.

•

They may choose to give master points in
accordance with EBU scales.

Led into a tenace

When he needed to give ruff and discard. r

The organisers of the holiday have applied for,

•

These master points will be accepted and added
to player records.

•

The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye-laws, thus affording all
players the protection of playing within the
jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National

WELL DONE to Welwyn Garden City Bridge Club
who have raised £1,400 for Isabel Hospice, which
provides free palliative care and support for
patients and their families living with cancer and
other life-limiting illnesses throughout Eastern
Hertfordshire.
The money was raised during the club’s
Christmas party and its annual WGC Bridge Club
raffle organised by bridge members Bill Thurl
(pictured left), Lawrie Seal (centre) and Geff Butt
(not shown). The picture also shows Ron Baker
(second left) who has been a hospice volunteer for
over 25 years, Cheryl Cusack from Isabel Hospice
and Richard Banbury, President of HBA).

www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge Organisation will not be able to have master
points credited to members’ records save for Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New
Zealand and Australia. The conversion of green
points to gold points will only happen at English
events, the BGB Gold Cup and Home Internationals.

Please recycle
this magazine when
you finish it
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Bidding Quiz

Beat Today’s Experts
by David Bird

ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 25

The experts who screw up may fume

click
link

Low scores for the readers cause gloom
Their teeth they may gnash
But Bird needs the cash
He’ll write on, and on, till his tomb.

1. N/S Game. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q8
AKQ73
–
A Q 10 7 5 4
´
™
t
®

West
Zold
1®
2™
5t
7´

10 2
J 10 6 2
K 10 9 6 2
96
N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

AKJ943
95
Q74
82

765
84
AJ853
KJ3

North
Magyar
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

East
Szots
1´
3´
5NT

South
Szappanos
Pass
Pass
Pass

2. E/W Game. Dealer East
´
™
t
®

10 4
N
753
W
4
S
AK98543

E

´
™
t
®

West
Erichsen
4™
5™
All Pass

A5
KQ
AQJ87
Q J 10 7
East
Brown
2NT
4´
6®

Next we will take a look at the 2016 Lady
Milne trophy (home internationals for
women).
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We start at the final of the Hungarian senior trials. Gabor
Szots shows a good spade suit with his leap to 3´. Ferenc
Zold then thinks that the odds favour a grand slam if partner
holds the ´A-K. He bids 5t, Exclusion Blackwood, and the
3-step response shows two key-cards outside the diamond
suit.
South had to find a lead. The tA was obviously a nonstarter. It seemed to be between a heart (to remove an entry
to dummy) and a trump (to prevent a ruff). When Geza
Szappanos chose a heart, declarer won and drew trumps. A
finesse of the ®Q succeeded and he was able to set up the
clubs with a ruff and return to dummy with a heart.
Somewhat lucky, yes, but the bidding seems reasonable.

Awards: 6´ (10), 7´ (7), games (5)

Fiona Brown treats her hand as a 2NT opener and Helen
Erichsen responds 4™. This is a ‘two-under’ transfer for
clubs. 4´ is RKCB and the 4-step response shows two keycards and the trump queen (the seventh club justifying this
response).
South leads the ™A and switches to a spade. Brown wins
and plays the tA followed by a diamond ruff with the ace.
A trump to the queen is followed by another diamond ruff
and the tK falls from North, giving declarer a discard of
dummy’s spade loser. At the other table Wales’ Atkinson and
Pierce bid 1t:1NT, 3NT for +630, giving England 10 IMPs.
Scotland were run-away winners with a magnificent 87.68
VPs out of a possible 100. England won five matches out of
six and came second with 63.20.
Awards: 6® (10), 5®/3NT (6), 4NT (3)
www.ebu.co.uk

3. Game All. Dealer North

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

32
10 5 4 3 2
KJ85
K2

West
Jepson
4t
6t

´
™
t
®

K Q 10 7 6 5
KQJ8
43
8
´
N
™
W E
t
S
®
AJ984
96
10 6
10 6 4 3

North
Ceri Pierce
1´
4™
All Pass

East
Curtis
2NT
4´

–
A7
AQ972
AQJ975

South
Atkinson
3´
Pass

Here is another board from the 2016 Lady
Milne trophy. I would be failing in my duty
if I did not mention that the overall
standard, apart from the Scotland team, was
disappointing. England lost their first match

to Scotland by 106 IMPs to 16. A session in another of their
matches contained scores of 1t doubled with five overtricks
(a useful +1140) and 2NT doubled with three overtricks (a
not so useful -1290). Ah well, I have chosen a couple of deals
where England did well
Facing Wales, Catherine Curtis bid the Unusual Notrump
and continued with a cue-bid of 4´ to invite a slam.
Christine Jepson liked the look of her high cards and jumped
to 6t. Well bid! In fact 13 tricks are there because West can
discard all four heart losers on the clubs. At the other table:
East
Clench
2NT
6t
Dble

North
West
Maggie Pierce Erichsen
1´
Pass
5t
6´
Pass

South
Brown
4´
Pass
All Pass

The England pair judged well to sacrifice in 6´ for 800
and that was a gain of 11 IMPs. East might have considered
a forcing pass over 6´, to invite a grand slam.
Awards: 7t (10), 6t (8), 6® (7), 5t/5® (4), 7® ((1)

4. N/S Game. Dealer South
´
™
t
®

A Q 10 9
AK643
KJ43
–

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

West
Rehder

North
Drijver

East
Gromöller

Dble
Dble

4®
Pass

Pass
4t

J82
97
A 10 7 6 5 2
84
South
Nab
3®
Pass
All Pass

The open teams of the Netherlands and
Germany face each other in the ‘Neighbour
Challenge’. Six diamonds is an enormous
contract and the Germans roll to a halt in just
4t. Who do you blame?
The first three actions (double, pass and
another double) look fine to me. I would also
have bid 4t, rather than 5t, on the East
hand. So, my apologies to Martin Rehder, but
www.ebu.co.uk

I find him entirely responsible for stopping in the part-score.
Unless East held 3-3-4-3 shape, he would hold at least five
diamonds. After an opposing pre-empt, it is not usually a
good idea to place your partner with absolutely nothing of
value. Give him just tQxxxx and you are likely to make a
diamond game. Some would continue with 5® on the West
hand, after which East has enough to jump to 6t.
West
De Wijs

North
Auken

East
Muller

Dble
4®
5t

Pass
Pass
All Pass

3t
4t

South
Welland
3®
Pass
Pass

Sabine Auken, with ´6-5-4-3 ™Q-10-8 tQ-9 ®A-J-5-3,
decided not to raise clubs on the North cards. If West’s 4®
definitely agreed diamonds, East might perhaps have bid 5t
at his second turn rather than just 4t. As it was, Bauke
Muller spent quite a long time considering 6t over 5t.
Thirteen tricks were made at both tables.
Awards: 6t (10), 7t (6), 5t (4), part-scores (2)
October 2016 English Bridge
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5. N/S Game. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

K2
10 9 8 6
J6
10 9 6 3 2

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

West
Bilde
Pass
Pass

responded 1NT on the West cards and 6™ would have been
reached.
Be that as it may, I don’t see why East should fear opening
2®. Partner will nearly always respond 2t and your 2´ does
not take the bidding too high thereafter. Why take the risk
of a one-level opening?
At the other table, East-West were playing a strong 1®
system:

AQJ987
AKQ742
–
K
East
Zia
1´

This big deal arose in the semi-finals of the
2016 Spring Foursomes. Zia opened 1´ and
was disappointed when this was passed out.
Five overtricks were scored. Our purpose
here is not (or should not be) merely to laugh
at the East-West misfortune. Both players are
indisputably world class and we must
examine their efforts. Zia had a long
partnership with Michael Rosenberg, who
holds the opinion that ‘you should always
respond at the one level’. He would have

West
Garvey
Pass
1t
3´

East
Carroll
1®
2´
6™

Successful as it was, this auction would not contribute
towards a BSc degree. John Carroll might have bid 5t at his
third turn ‒ Exclusion Blackwood, aiming to discover either
the ´K or the ®A in partner’s hand.
In the other semi-final Alexander Allfrey and Andrew
Robson found this excellent sequence: Pass:2®, 2t:2´,
2NT:3™, 5™:6™. What a fabulous 5™ bid from Robson,
appreciating the value of his ´K!
Awards: 6™ (10), 6´ (9), games (4), part-scores (1)

6. E/W Game. Dealer North
´
™
t
®

A2
AQ53
K 10 6 5 2
A6

West
Versace
Dble
7t
Pass

N
W E
S

North
Federighi
2´
Pass
Pass
Pass

´
™
t
®

East
Cima
Dble
4NT
Pass
7NT

6
K94
AQJ3
K Q 10 9 5
South
Masini
3´
Pass
7´

We end at the 2016 Italian Championships. Alfredo Versace
launches his fine hand with a responsive double and
Leonardo Cima then bids 4NT (select a minor). Versace
places his partner with a good hand, to bid at this level. He
chooses a minor suit OK, bidding 7t. The opponents
sacrifice in 7´ (which was doubled for eight down and -2000
at the other table). Versace makes a forcing pass over this and
Cima then surprises me by bidding 7NT. It’s a good contract,
though, and is easily made with both hearts and clubs
breaking 3-3.
Awards: 7t (10), 7NT (9), 6NT (6), 6t (5), games (2)

Our experts score only 38/60, another moderate effort. Either they’re not trying hard enough or I’m being
a bit harsh with my selection of deals, which doesn’t sound very likely. Is that the end of the show? No we
must look for some tips.

Tips to Remember
you are evaluating a strong hand after an opposing pre-empt, do not assume that your partner
• When
holds nothing of value. Tread a middle path.
Opposite a 2NT opening (or 2®:2t, 2NT), play two-under transfers. A response of 4™ shows good
• clubs;
4´ shows good diamonds.

• Exclusion Blackwood is not a ‘luxury extra’. You will encounter many slam deals where it is essential. r
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27 – 30 December 2016

4 – 6 November 2016

YEAR END
CONGRESS

Green-

EN

U

E

pointed

V

N

EW

SENIORS CONGRESS

Wokefield Park Hotel & Golf Club, Reading
To be eligible,
you must have been born in 1956 or before

Championship Pairs
Swiss Pairs
Swiss Teams

Greenpointed

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk

Royal National Hotel, London WC1
Special package deals are available – single-bedded rooms
only – at the nearby Imperial Hotel. For details and
reservations contact Imperial Hotel Ltd.,
Central Reservations Office ( 020 7278 7871

Stratified Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams
Mixed and Open Pairs
Really Easy Afternoon
Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219

( 0800 0346 246

or book online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

2-8 February 2017

28 – 30 December 2016

BRIDGE OVERSEAS
LISBON CONGRESS

BLACKPOOL
YEAR END CONGRESS

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

5* Real Palacio Hotel, Lisbon

Open Pairs; Men’s, Ladies’ and Mixed Pairs;
Pivot Teams
Blue
Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams Green

points

points

Bridge Fees: £138
( 01296 317203 or comps@ebu.co.uk
Attendance at the congress is exclusive to
delegates booking their accommodation
with Bridge Overseas ( 0800 034 6246
8 office@bridgeoverseas.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk

Hilton Hotel, Blackpool
( 01254 426800
Bluepointed

Mixed / Open Pairs
Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams

Greenpointed

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219

or book online at www.ebu.co.uk/members
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Who, what, where, why?
Sleuth’s answers to page 27
by Ron Klinger

click
link

´
™
t
®

A

Love All. Dealer North.
KQJ
Q73
Q543
J98
´ 7
N
™
652
E
t A9
® K Q 10 7 6 5 3

ssume standard Acol bidding, playing a
weak no trump:

West

3´
1

North

1t
4™

East

South

1

3®
3™
All Pass

Weak jump overcall.

You are sitting East. West leads the ®A

3 What do you expect from South’s 3™ bid?
South should have 5+ hearts and 10+ HCP. The bid
is virtually forcing to game.
4 What do you expect from West’s 3´ bid?
A decent hand with five strong spades or a 6-card
suit and a club fit.
5 What is West’s club holding?
®A singleton, ®A-x or ®A-x-x. If West has three
clubs, South will ruff and almost certainly make 4™.
If West has ®A-x a club continuation is futile. South
will ruff. If West has the ®A singleton, what will
West need to know? Your entry.
6 Where do you hope to find four tricks?
®A, tA, ´A and a spade ruff and perhaps a second
club trick.
7 What card to you play at trick one?
You want to stop partner playing a second club and
so you need to find a card that will do that job and
at the same time alert partner to the possibility of a
spade ruff. Here is the full deal where the defence
missed two chances to beat 4™:
´
™
t
®

QUIZ ANSWERS
1 Do you agree with North’s 1t opening?
Unless you are playing a system, such as a strong 1®
system, North should pass. To open a balanced 11count, the hand should have some redeeming
features, such as a 5-card suit or an excess of tens.
North has the worst shape, 4-3-3-3, and no tens.
With ´K-Q-J ™Q-10-3 tQ-10-9-3 ®J-10-9 North
might just have had enough to justify opening.
2 Do you agree with East’s 3® bid?
The expectation for a weak jump-overcall is 6-10
HCP and a 6+ suit. The hand fits those parameters,
but it has too much playing strength. Not
vulnerable, a WJO to the 3-level should have six
playing tricks. This hand has seven playing tricks
and it would be reasonable to overcall 2®. If
vulnerable, 3® would be all right.
50 English Bridge October 2016

´
™
t
®

A95432
J8
876
A2

KQJ
Q73
Q543
J98
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

7
652
A9
K Q 10 7 6 5 3

10 8 6
A K 10 9 4
K J 10 2
4

On the ®A East played the ®10, highencouraging. When West played a second club,
South ruffed, drew trumps and knocked out the
other two aces. As the cards lay there was no
problem after trick two. +420 was worth 7 IMPs as
the other table played 3™ for +140.
Cont/. . .
www.ebu.co.uk

As East might have raised to 4´ with doubleton
support, there is a case for West initially leading the
´A and ´2 next (suit-preference for clubs). East
ruffs, plays a club to the ace and receives another
spade ruff. Two down.
However, after the ®A lead, there was little point
encouraging clubs. If West has a second club,
declarer will ruff. East should give a suit-preference
signal, preferably with the ®Q, an impossible
natural card. If West reads that as asking for spades,
´A and another spade will beat the contract. It is
impossible to imagine, after East’s weak 3®, that
West’s spade suit does not contain the ace. If West
shifts to a diamond (the eight is best, to deny
interest in diamonds), East wins and switches to
spades to receive the killing ruff. With K-x-x or
K-x-x-x in diamonds, leading the lowest diamond
r
would suggest a diamond return.

A GRAND OLD AGE!
HEARTY
congratulations to
Joan Roskilly from
Thorpe Bay Bridge
Club who attained
the milestone age
of 100 in July.

NATIONAL
POINT-A-BOARD
CONGRESS
21-22 January 2017

Young Chelsea Bridge Club, London
Saturday

t Qualifying Event t

Sunday

t Main Final & Consolation Final t

Formerly part of the
NATIONAL TEAMS CONGRESS
The Point-a-Board Teams is part of the
Championship Series. Points go towards the
Player of the Year Championship.
The Swiss Teams part of the National Teams
Congress will take place in May.
Entries / enquiries
( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219

72ND AUTUMN
CONGRESS
14 – 16 October 2016

PREMIER GRAND MASTER
Congratulations to
MR BILL GARDNER OF KENT
on becoming a Premier Grand
Master, the English Bridge
Union’s highest rank, requiring a
minimum 1,500 Green Points
MEMBERSHIP KEY FOBS
As a cost saving measure, once the current stock
has been exhausted – expected around the end of
the year – the EBU will no longer be sending
‘membership number key fobs’ to new members.

www.ebu.co.uk

Greenpointed

Green
points

Holiday Inn – Peterborough PE3 6SG

t First event in the 2016-2017
Championship Series

t Qualifying Swiss Pairs on Friday
t Swiss Pairs for non-qualifiers
t Really Easy Afternoon on Friday with
Blue Point awards
t Entries accepted for One Day Swiss
Pairs on just Friday or Saturday
t Multiple teams event on Sunday

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

( 0800 0346 246

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
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Prize Leads Quiz Answers
Answers to August’s Problems

click

by Alan Mould

Magazines like the one you are reading,
Often have quizzes on bidding & leading.
Use them to get better and
Lead like a veteran.

A

ll the hands this month come from
competitions. The first is from this year’s
Tollemache qualifier, the second from the
Senior Camrose trials and the third from the
Tollemache final.
Hand 1
´ AKJ
™ 852
t 8643
® J73

West

1´
3NT

Pass
All Pass

North
1™
2™

and you may be able to judge what to do when you
see the dummy and partner’s card. Which top spade
should you lead? Whichever one in your partnership
asks for attitude from partner (the other should ask
for count). At the table partner held ´Q-10-x-x-x (!!)
and you had to cash the suit out immediately to beat
the contract.
(b) a heart: 1 mark. It is hard to see how leading
dummy’s six card suit can possibly be right.

Do it – you’ll soon be succeeding.

South

link

(c) t6: 6 marks. Well if I was not going to lead a
top spade this would be my choice – a ‘2nd and 4th’
diamond. After all it is my only four card suit.
(d) ®3: 3 marks. This could be right, but only if
partner has decent clubs and at least one entry and
how likely is that? After all I am the one with the
ace king.
HHHHHH
Hand 2
´ K9864
™ 10 9 5 4 3
t A3
® 6

East
Pass
Pass

E/W Game.
West
South

Choose from: (a) ´A/K; (b) a heart; (c)t6; (d) ®3.

(a) ´A/K: 10 marks. This is clear in my opinion. It
is highly unlikely that this will give the contract away

4´
3®
Pass
5®
1
Weak; 2 Extra values

North
1™
Dble2
6®

East
2´1
Pass
All Pass

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Robin Squire,
London

Open: Chris Shambrook,
Reading

Sponsored by
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Choose from: (a) ´6; (b) a heart; (c) tA; (d) ®6.

(a) ´6: 4 marks. What exactly are the odds of this
standing up? Partner has at least six spades (and at
the vulnerability might have seven) and so the
spades will have to be 6-5-1-1 around the table. And
North has gone on freely to slam. All highly
unlikely.
(b) a heart: 4 marks. This is trying to give partner a
ruff. But in that case why has partner not made a
Lightner double? Perhaps he fears the opposition
running to hearts? But unless you have a lot of
hearts you won’t know to lead a heart for his ruff.
Again all very unlikely – but probably no more
unlikely than a spade standing up.
(c) tA: 10 marks. The clear winner in my opinion.
The opposition have guessed to bid a slam and may
well be off two top tricks and if so the only suit that
can be in is diamonds. Lead the ace of diamonds
and if partner discourages you can always try a
spade if dummy has a singleton. At the table you
had to cash your tA-K to beat the slam. On any
other lead declarer had 14 top tricks.
(d) ®6: 1 mark. The worst of all leads in my view.
How can this be correct? Once in a while partner
might have ®Q-x-x and won’t he be pleased?
.
HHHHHH
Hand 3
´ 53
™ KQJ64
t Q842
® 84

What on earth is going on here? We have an 8 count
with a good lead and yet partner has freely doubled
7NT. It looks like the opponents have had a serious
wheel come off. However, as normal this is a
Lightner double – alerting you to an unusual lead.
Except that of course this time partner cannot ruff
anything. Partner is showing an ace and asking you
to try and find it (or he has a cast iron trick in which
case you can lead your convention card for all he
cares). If it is in a black suit he must be able to take
it so you should choose between the red suits.
(a) a spade: 2 marks. It is not possible that if
partner has the ´A declarer has 13 tricks without
the spades. So, if partner has the spade ace you don’t
need to lead a spade.
(b) ™K: 4 marks. If partner has the ™A you are
taking the first five tricks here, but how likely is
that? Not only must the opposition have had the
known bidding misunderstanding but South must
also have completely psyched a 4™ cue bid.

(c) t2: 10 marks. The stand out lead. Far and away
the most likely ace for partner to have is the tA.
That is what he had at the table and you needed to
lead a diamond, as declarer had 13 top tricks
otherwise. Very expensive to get this wrong.
(d) a club: 2 marks. The same arguments come to
play here as the spade lead. If partner has the ®A it
cannot run away. If the contract was 7´ doubled I
would lead a club expecting partner to ruff
r
(unlikely though that is).

Answers to crossword on page 32
2

1

3

A M B

4

E R

5

J

North
2®
4®2
4´
5®
6®
7NT

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Dble
3

good suit; Cue bid

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™K; (c) t2; (d) a club.
www.ebu.co.uk

S

Q U O T A U L A N D
11

U L X L
13

I

15

F

I M B

T E M S
I

16

E M M E
21

19

M I

I

E C E

I

I

20

S U N T A N

22

S D K
27

P

17

R E A M S

25

14

12

S O R

D G E T O S K
18

24

After an exhausting auction, partner somewhat
surprisingly doubles 7NT and you have an eight
count. What is your choice out of:

8

7

A C K

10

9

West
South
Pass
1´
Pass
2NT1
Pass
4™3
Pass
4NT
Pass
5t
Pass
7´
All Pass
1
15-19, Game force; 2 Very

6

23

C U R B

O S

S

K A O U

26

E N L O C C U R

M A R

I

O N E T T E
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Let them play . . .
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THREE fantastic opportunities for young people to
learn bridge took place over the summer.
Over 50 participants aged between four and
fifteen attended a series of six mini-bridge summer
camps held at Pinner Bridge Club. The sessions
were organised by a team of volunteers led by
Middlesex member, Trupti Shah and included
MCBA President Paul Wilson and Vice Chairman
Harish Patel. Around 25 reached the necessary
standard to receive EBED Junior Award Scheme
certificates.
Andy Ryder, Chair of Sussex CBA, organised a
fantastic weekend of bridge and other activities for
54 English Bridge October 2016

(and eat ice cream)

Clockwise from top left: Players
get advice at the Cheltenham
Bridge Weekend; a montage from
Pinner Bridge Club, Middlesex;
Duplicate winners at Ardingly
College, Sussex; the whole crew
outside Cheltenham Bridge Club;
and ice-cream helps cool the brain
at Ardingly.

30 young people at Ardingly College. A host of
helpers ensured the weekend was a huge success
with smiles and good humour (and ice cream).
Joan Bennett and Ro Kaye were the tours de force
behind a stream of volunteers who put on a
tremendous weekend at Cheltenham College and
the Cheltenham Bridge Club in early September.
Members joined a duplicate session on the Sunday.
Some 104 young people aged up to 19 took
advantage of the chance to improve their skills.
English Bridge Education and Development
would like to give huge thanks to all those who
volunteered and drove the projects forward, and to
Bob Blackman MP and Lord Skelmersdale, both
members of the All Party Parliamentary Group for
r
Bridge, for their support. More next year . . .
www.ebu.co.uk

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
PATRICK JOURDAIN
Patrick stands out in my
memory as the only opponent who
has ever charmingly asked me after
a hand. ‘Why did you bid that?’ I
still remember my answer. ‘To drag
the contract to my side.’
It sounded big-headed that I
should be pulling a (as it turned
out) better 4´ contract to 3NT just
to ensure I was declarer. I had no
time to explain that my partner
was quite poorly and had done
wonders even to reach the table
and I was making sure I played all
the 50/50 hands.
Patrick nodded in acceptance of
my explanation. His awareness that
I had blundered was instant at a
time when wrapping up 11 tricks I
felt pleased with myself. Alas
Patrick was spot on. Enough
declarers had made 12 tricks in 4´
to ensure my side had a bad score
on the hand.
Small moments make big
memories of a great bridge player
and gentleman. Richard Cross

ANN GALLAGHER FINESSE
I enjoyed Simon Cochemé’s
column – August, p17. There is
another occasion when you
might wish to take an Ann
Gallagher finesse; less likely to
happen in trumps as she did it
but may well occur in no trumps,
especially when entries might be
an issue.
Suppose you suspect the
fourth player of being crafty and
holding Qxxx, but choosing to
duck the first round. They are
hoping you will waste an entry
going back to hand and then take
the queen when you take the
www.ebu.co.uk

Send your letters to the editor,
Lou Hobhouse, Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

second finesse! It's been done to
me before. The answer of course
is to do an Ann Gallagher finesse,
and then enjoy their frustration
when they don't make the queen.
This would particularly apply if
you had KJ10 in dummy.
Nigel Flynn

Accept
bridge
for
the
wonderful frustrating game that
it is – or change to chess. That
removes the other great
inconsistency (partner).
Richard Bell

LAST WORD ON ‘NOT FAIR’

East (Neil Rosen, August, p21)
cannot both ruff the third round
of Hearts and then win with his
Ace - he only started with the
singleton Ace. It's a shame there
is this blot in a very interesting
article - but now who's a ‘Stupid
Boy’?!
David Burch

David Minor (Letters, August,
p53), fails to understand that
bridge is nowhere near to being
an exact science. You bid a very
good slam which goes one down
because of a 5-0 trump break
and a losing finesse, and then
discover most played in 4+1,
giving you a near bottom. Not
fair! I need compensation!
You play three difficult boards
against grand masters who
declare and defend like demons
for 90% score. Their next three
boards are against the club
‘rabbits’, and they score 50% on
completely flat boards – not fair!
I need an adjusted score!
You play a weak pair who bid
and make a slam missing two
cashable aces (obviously partner
made the wrong lead), then they
make 1NT doubled with a
combined 17 count. Its not fair!
SORRY!
Bridge
is
a
combination of skill and chance.
At times chance works against
you to give you a poor result,
other times it will confound
expert opponents – It’s better to
be lucky than good.
Fiddling with scoring systems
might remove one perceived
injustice to replace it with two
new ones and leave many more
untouched.

GOOD USE OF A SINGLETON

May I be the 94th person to
comment on Neil’s article in the
August edition – about counting
the hands? Somehow the hand
didn’t quite fit the article but
maybe it gives club players an
insight into a new sub
competition amongst tournament players! This seems to
involve seeing how many tricks
one can take with the same card
without the opponents noticing.
In this example, South,
declarer, was clearly away with
the fairies whilst dummy must
have been asleep. We were
invited to consider a hand where
clubs were trumps. East had a
6-2-4-1 shape and managed to
win tricks three and five with the
same card – the singleton Ace of
clubs.
Peter Cotes
Yes, and my apologies. It was
pointed out to me several times
(grr), not least by ‘Stupid Boy’
(Martin Jones) himself.
Neil Rosen
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COUNTY NEWS
Congratulations to all winners at the EBU’s Summer Congress in Eastbourne.
Results on page 38
You will find your County’s ‘Local Results’ (if submitted) and obituaries (in our ‘In Memoriam’
column) in the online magazine (page 76 onwards). These pages are also available as a standalone pdf in the English Bridge Section of the website and at www.ebu.co.uk/ click
documents/magazine/county-extra.pdf. We would also encourage you to visit your County link
website for up-to-date news and results. The websites are given in each county report.
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
PETER Shelley's team (with Goalby, Letts &
Urbanski) has reached the quarter final of
the Silver Plate.
Avon as winners of the Western League A
division sent a team of 8 to the National
League Final in early July which finished
third. The team was Jeremy Rickard & Robert Glass, Mike
Letts & Andrew Urbanski, Steve Tomlinson & Steve Turner
and Brian Goalby & Peter Shelley.
Peter Shelley & Brian Goalby finished second equal in the
Glos/Hereford One Day Swiss Pairs.
At the EBU Riviera Congress held in Torquay over the first
weekend of July, Rob Lawy was in the winning team in the
Swiss Teams and came 4th in the Two Day Swiss Pairs while
David Jones came 5th in this event.

Teams, Hinden & Osborne, playing with Jeffrey Allerton &
Phil Wood, won again; the best B&B team were second
(David Owen & Mary Hughes, Nigel Marlow & David
Beever).
Sally Brock & Barry Myers were members of the winning
England team in the Teltscher Trophy.
In the Summer Seniors Congress Nigel Wolfendale & Dick
Davey won the Championship Pairs. Phil Thornton & Bob
Holder were in the team that won the Swiss Teams.
Diary dates: 9 Oct, Swiss Pairs, Windsor. 13 Nov, Butler
Scored Pairs, Windsor. 20 Nov, Friendly Pairs, SBBC. 4 Dec,
Mixed Swiss Teams, Windsor.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
ERIC & Wendy Audsley were 2nd in the
Summer Seniors’ Congress Championship Pairs
B Final at Eastbourne in July. Ron Davis with
Hants & IOW player Bill Taylor impressively
won the Swiss Pairs at the Scarborough
Congress on 31 July with 173 VPs. Very well done!
Diary dates: 13 Oct, BBA Mixed Pairs, Wilstead, 7.30 pm.
10 Nov, The Marsh Trophy, Bedford No-Fear Bridge Club,
10am. 17 Nov, BBA Seniors’ Pairs, Brickhill Bridge Club,
10am.

Berks and Bucks
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba
B&B CBA won the Garden Cities Trophy with
one of the highest scores since 1990. The counties
were represented by Reading BC (James Bond,
Pat Dowdeswell, Mike Perkins, Ian Reissmann,
Tim Rees, Chris Cooper, Jonny Richards and Jim
Chapman).
In the Green-pointed county event, the Swiss Pairs was
won by Frances Hinden & Graham Osborne (Surrey), with
Graham Davison & James Bond (B&B) second. In the Swiss
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B&B green-pointed Swiss Teams won by Phil Wood,
Jeffrey Allerton, Frances Hinden, Graham Osborne

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
CONGRATULATIONS to Howard Basden-Smith
and Rob Ingram who came 1st in Wednesday’s
British Summer Sim Pairs with a score of 71.52%.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
DIARY dates: 9 Oct, AGM & Mixed Pairs
Championship, Ladock. 23 Oct, County Swiss
Teams, Queens Hotel, Penzance. 6 Nov, Pivot
Teams, Ladock. 27 Nov, Bodmin Swiss Pairs, Lanhydrock Golf
Club.

www.ebu.co.uk

Congratulations to all winners at the EBU’s Summer Congress in Eastbourne.
Results on page 38
Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
DIARY dates: Our winter team competition has
been revamped. This year we are running it in the
popular Swiss teams format (two x 12 board
rounds), starting on 30 Sep and running for 10
sessions (you can play in one or all 10 events,
although to win a main prize you need to play in seven
events). The event will stratify and a trophy is on offer in all
three sections, so players of all calibre should enjoy the
competition. Our winter inter-club league starts on 5 Oct.
Details of all events scheduled by our County Association can
be found on our website which also contains links to the
websites for all affiliated clubs, so if you are looking to play
bridge in Derbyshire please visit our website.

Dorset Green Pointed Teams. 1st, Miles Cowling with
teammates Dave Huggett, Steve Preston & Jeremy Baker, 3rd
Rohan Bagshawe, Julian Gregory, Terry & Christine Edwards,
4th= Margot Wilson-Gardner, John Gardner, Janet Smith &
Matt Phillips.
Riviera Congress. Teams – 3rd, Mark Hooper with
teammates Rod Marks, Dave Latchem & Sheila Coda. Pairs –
3rd, Miles Cowling with partner David Jones.
Dorset Green Pointed Pairs. 1st, Janet Smith & Alan
Wilson, 2nd Miles Cowling & Mike Pownall, 3rd= Christine
Bradley & Phil Norman, 3rd= Eugene Sheehan & David Gill.
Online Teams Plate final was won by Phil & Jo Norman,
Krzysztof Ginda & Mark Hooper.
Diary dates: 6 Nov, Flemmich Cup, Blue Pointed Swiss
Teams, Allendale Bridge Club, Wimborne. 5 Dec, Weymouth
Cup, Multiple Teams at Dorchester Bridge Club.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to: Rob Lawy, Jim Grant
and Stefan Lindfors who won the Swiss Teams at
the Riviera Congress (with Andrew Thompson),
finishing 2 VPs in front of Richard Lingham,
Ann Slee, Ruth Edmondson and Brigid McElroy; and to Alex
Maddocks and Warner Solomon who finished third in the
Swiss Pairs. Carmen Ruiz-Castell and David Southcombe
playing with David Woulds and Janis Maurins won the
Gloucestershire and Herefordshire Green Point Swiss Teams
and Ian Walsh and Peter Bowles playing with Edward
Leatham and Nick Forrest were second. Andrew Leslie, Betty
Golding, Steve Dooley, Ian Dalrymple and Mike and Marion
Kelsey are now in the last eight of the Crockfords Plate. Harry
Anoyrkatis has been promoted to Grand Master.
Devon placings from the Eastbourne Summer meeting:
Willie Hamilton (with brother Ian) 29th in main pairs; Joe
and Gillian Fawcett 33rd. Warner Solomon 4th in Seniors
Pairs B Final. Clare Hamon (with Robert Dixon) 7th in mixed
pairs. Howard Kent-Webster (with three Northern Ireland
teammates) qualified for the B final in the main teams as did
Joe and Gillian Fawcett.
The County urgently needs a Vice-Chairman who will
become Chairman at or before the 2017 AGM.
Diary dates: Entries close for Devon Teams on 8 Oct –
two matches guaranteed at dates to suit the teams. Winter
Pairs season starts at Newton Abbot on 4 Oct. South Hams
charity Swiss teams 9 Oct. Plymouth Congress 15-16 Oct.
Exeter BC Swiss pairs 22 Oct. Swiss teams and Filleigh 6 Nov.
Heart Foundation Swiss teams 20 Nov. Full details of all
events and results are on the website.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
SOUTHERN Midweek Congress. Pairs – 3rd,
Janet Smith & Alan Wilson, 7th, Hugh KevillDavies & Jon Holland. Teams – 3rd Robin
Wright & Mark Hooper with teammates Rod Marks & Bill
Rowe, 5th Eugene Sheehan, David Gill, Anne Allerston & Alan
Wilson.

www.ebu.co.uk

Dorset GP Teams winners (from L to R) Jeremy Baker,
Steve Preston, Miles Cowling, Dave Huggett

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
VERY well done to Marc Chawner & Paul Spencer,
who finished 3rd in the Corwen and to Ann & Peter
Clark for winning the Herts and Essex Swiss Pairs.
Congatulations to Linda & Vaughan Jenkins,
who won the new Essex Really Easy Pairs .This competition is
open to all players below the rank of Master (less than 5,000
masterpoints).
Eastern Counties League vs Norfolk: A team won 17-3, B
team won 18-2, C team drew 10-10. vs Cambs & Hunts: A
team lost 0-20, B team won 15-5, C team lost 9-11.
Diary dates: 13 Nov, Sue Taylor Memorial Teams. 4 Dec,
Mixed Pairs. 27 Dec, Really Easy Afternoon heat at
Barleylands.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
OUR Green Point event in Ross-on-Wye, jointly
run with Herefordshire, was a great success, with
numbers up on last year, no doubt partly due to
the improved playing conditions. The Swiss
Pairs was won by Gloucestershire’s Paul Denning and Kanwar
Rahim. The Swiss Teams was won by Carmen Ruiz-Castell,
David Southcombe, David Woulds and Janis Maurins from
Bedfordshire.
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Congratulations to all winners at the EBU’s Summer Congress in Eastbourne.
Results on page 38
This year we ran the Everett Cup as a charity event with an
excellent lunch and a glass of wine. It was held in support of
Mindsong, a local charity providing music therapy and
singing groups for dementia sufferers. The cup was won by
Anne Swannell, Peter Swales, Penelope Healy & Ashok
Kwatra.
Gloucestershire won the Midlands Counties Bowl, this
year hosted by Warwickshire. We were represented by Joe &
Wendy Angseesing, Ian & Val Constable.
Next year’s Cheltenham Congress, on 28-30 April, will
feature a Green Pointed Pairs event on Saturday as well as the
Green Pointed Teams on Sunday.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
PACHABO: Joint 6th Gareth Birdsall & Sonia
Zakrzewski, Adam Dunn & Graham Allan.
Scarborough Congress: Swiss Pairs, 1st Bill
Taylor. Teams A finalist, Bill Taylor. Teams B
finalist, Jeremy Dhondy. Southern Midweek Congress,
Dorset: Pairs, 2nd Andy Hughes & Jeremy Dhondy. Swiss
Teams, 2nd Lindsay McDougall & Helen Kinloch, Graham
Ledger & Manny Navarro. 4th David Telfer & Yves Lebrec,
Mike Fithyan & Tony Truluck. Eastbourne Seniors Congress:
Pairs A finalists, Jeremy Dhondy, Sula Turpin & Ann
McMahon. Pairs B finalists, Dave Hinkin & Ros Concanon.
Swiss Pairs, 2nd John Jones & Adrian Fontes. Swiss Teams, 3rd
Jeremy Dhondy. Dorset GP Swiss Teams: 1st Miles Cowling &
Dave Huggett, Steve Preston & Jeremy Baker. Dorset GP Swiss
Pairs: 2nd Miles Cowling. 3rd Karen Dewar & Adrian Fontes.
Oxford Congress: Swiss Pairs, 3rd John Dakin.
Diary dates: 16 Oct, Mixed Pairs. 13 Nov, Teams of 8. 27
Nov, BP Teams of Four. 11 Dec, Yuletide Swiss Teams. All at
Romsey. 22 Oct, BP Swiss Pairs at Petersfield. Entries via
HIOW website or Steve Preston on 02380 702934.

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
IN the Gloucestershire and Herefordshire Green Point Event
the Swiss Pairs was won by Paul Denning & Kanwar Rahim
(from Gloucestershire) with 102 VPs. Second equal were Peter
Shelley and Brian Goalby and Vida Halford and Glyn
Williams (99 VPs). The non-expert prize was won by
Margaret and Peter Randell.
In the Swiss Teams, the winners, with 108 VPs, were
Carmen Ruiz-Castell, David Southcombe, David Woulds and
Janis Maurins. Second were Ian Walsh, Peter Bowles, Edward
Leatham and Nick Forrest (100 VPs). The non-expert prize
was won by the local team of Frances Nightingale, Janet Miles,
Margaret Meadows and Terence Meadows.
Full results of all county competitions are on our website.
Diary dates: 22 Oct, Ladies’ and Men’s Pairs, 10.30 am
Tarrington. 5 Nov, No Fear Teams (restricted), 1.30pm,
Wellington Heath. 11 Nov, Inter-club Teams Round 2, 7pm,
Ledbury. 17 Nov, Pairs League Round 2, 7pm, Ledbury.
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Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
WELL done to Paul and Fiona Littlewood, Tim
Nash and Mark Westley for winning the Teams
at the Southern Midweek Congress, and to Peter
and Ann Clark for winning the Swiss Pairs at the
Herts and Essex Green-pointed weekend.
New Pairs League starts on 7 Oct at the Bridge Centre.
Continuing 4 Nov & 2 Dec. Non-Hertfordshire pairs
welcome. Prize money for winners in each sector. Details on
our website.
Hertfordshire C team won the Inter-County Leagues
National Final. The team was Alan Hudson & Mike Levy,
Andy Fenn & David Arrighi, Jill Mumford & John Eyre
(acting captain), and Ian Kemp & Colin Haywood.
Congratulations to Tugrul Kaban whose recent book A
Complete System for the Tournament Bridge Player has been
shortlisted for the International Bridge Press Association's
Master Point Press 'Book Of The Year' award.
Watford and Bushey Bridge club has moved venue to
Bushey Sports Club, Aldenham Road, Bushey, WD23 2TR.
Duplicate sessions on Tuesday and Friday evenings. Social
Duplicate on Thursday mornings. Tuition programme
starting in the autumn. www.bridgewebs.com/watford.
Diary dates: 7 Oct (continuing 4 Nov & 2 Dec), NEW
Pairs League at the Bridge Centre, 7.30pm. Details on our
website. 23 Oct, Hertfordshire Rose Bowl, 12 noon, the Bridge
Centre. 28 Oct, Really Easy Pairs, Hatfield Heath Village
Hall, 2pm. 30 Oct, October, County Match v . 18 Nov, Mixed
Pairs Championship, 7.30pm, the Bridge Centre. 25 Nov,
Eccles Cup, 7.30pm, Bennetts End Community Centre. 4
December, Desmond Flockhart Trophy, 2pm, the Bridge
Centre.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
IN Sussex Norman Inniss (partner Richard
Creamer, London) and Konrad Mau (partner
Neerja Tanna, Middx) won the green pointed
Swiss Teams. Barbara Schultz and David Cock
(teammates Will Roper, Wiltshire and Niall Igoe,
London) won the green pointed Swiss Teams in
Hertfordshire. Congratulations to them all.
Diary dates: Sat/Sun Oct 29/30 56th Kent Congress,
TWBC (Blue pointed). Sun Jan 15 Fleming Femina/Hunter
Homines Tunbridge Wells.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
LANCASHIRE finished second out of eight
counties in the President’s Cup at Bradford and
beat Cumbria in the annual Pearse McNamara
Trophy match at Barrow.
In the first round of the Northern Bridge League,
Lancashire A finished fourth out of six teams, Lancashire B
fourth out of eight teams and Lancashire C third out of seven
teams.

www.ebu.co.uk

Congratulations to all winners at the EBU’s Summer Congress in Eastbourne.
Results on page 38
Congratulations go to Catherine Draper on being a
member of the winning team at the European
Championships.
Nick and Sue Woodcock finished first in the Swiss Pairs at
the Summer Seniors Congress at Eastbourne and Jeff Smith
was in the winning team at the one day green pointed
Manchester Swiss Teams along with Alan and Kath Nelson
and Jeff Morris.
Diary dates: 8 Oct, Northern Bridge League, Round 4. 1416 Oct, EBU Autumn Congress, Peterborough. 29 Oct, LCBA
Congress Swiss Pairs, Brierfield Bridge Club. 30 Oct, LCBA
Congress Swiss Teams, Blackburn Bridge Club. 13 Nov,
Pendle Witch Pairs, Brierfield Bridge Club. 19-20 Nov,
Tollemache Cup Qualifying Round, Birmingham Airport. 20
Nov, Foundation Cup Swiss Teams, Blackburn Bridge Club; 4
Dec, Lytham Rose Bowl, Lytham Bridge Club.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
NOTTINGHAM Green Point Weekend
Results: The Pairs event was won by Pat Watson
partnering Carolyn Fisher. In the Teams event
the runners-up were Nick Stevens, Colin Dean,
Ben Norton and Dick Pathan.
Diary dates: 9 Oct, Midland League vs Derbyshire, Away.
12 Oct, Otto & Edith Mixed Pairs, County Club. 26 Oct,
Stanley Trophy Round 2, Glenfield. 9 Nov, Leicestershire Cup
Round 1, Rothley. 13 Nov, Midland League vs
Gloucestershire, Greenfields. 19-20 Nov, Tollemache
Qualifier, Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport. 23 Nov, Stanley
Trophy Round 3, Glenfield. 7 Dec, Josephs Bowl Round 1,
Rothley. 11 Dec, Midland League vs Nottinghamshire,
Greenfields.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Maurice Ladlow, Maureen
Parsons, John Gaunt & Dennis Mellor who won the
Lincolnshire Gold by 4 IMPs in a keenly contested 48 board
final recently. All county members are encouraged to enter
both this competition, and the Teams of Four League, for the
coming season.
Well done also to Nick Hunter, Ruby Schnalke, Chris
Phillips & Alan Millington who came 2nd in the Mike
Ingham trophy at the EBU Scarborough Summer Congress.
After three years away, Lincolnshire will be returning to
compete in the Tollemache trophy in November with a new
team, good luck to them.
Diary dates: The new County Calendar for 2016-17 has
been finalised. The County Committee are especially keen to
encourage newer players via its new ‘All-Comers’ events,
where the emphasis is on keen but friendly competition. The
next ‘All-Comers’ event is on 11 Dec and will also have a
Christmas theme. Non-EBU members are very welcome to
play.
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London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Michael Alishaw for
winning the Riviera Congress Swiss Pairs, to
Gunnar Hallberg who was second in the Summer
Seniors Swiss Teams, and to Roland Gronau, Tim
Chanter and Helen Wildsmith who were third in the
Scarborough Teams B final.
The London Congress, re-launched on its new summer
date, was a great success with an increased entry in both the
Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams. The Pairs was won by Alistair
Kent and Andrew McIntosh, with Simon Cope and Jason
Hackett, Meena Samani and Gad Chadha in equal second
place. The Teams was won by Andrew Murphy, Tom Paske, Ed
Jones and Graeme Robertson, with Andrew McIntosh,
Alistair Kent, Stephan Skorchev and Sarah O'Connor second
and Paul Hackett, Roger O'Shea, Jason Hackett and Justin
Hackett third.
Diary dates: 9 Oct, Men’s & Women’s IMP Pairs at YCBC.
All entries/enquiries to lmbaentries@gmail.com.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
PACHABO: Manchester finished runners up
to Cambs & Hunts in this 26 county event held
11-12 June. For much of the weekend they
were neck and neck with Cambs & Hunts but
fell away in the final session. Well done to John Holland, Alan
Mould, Michael Byrne, Michael Newman, Gary Hyett &
Rodney Lighton. This completes a remarkable three year run
in this event for Manchester of 2nd, 1st and 2nd.
In the qualifying round of the Eastbourne teams
Manchester players were represented in the teams who
finished in 2nd, 3rd and 4th places. Gary Hyett was in the
team finishing 2nd in qualifying, John Holland was in the
team finishing 3rd in qualifying and Alec Smalley and
Michael Newman (who was deputising for Alec’s regular
partner who was moving house) finished 4th in qualifying.
Gary Hyett then went on to be part of the winning Travis
team in the final.
President’s Cup: Manchester won this eight county event
held 18-19 June finishing 27 VPs clear of Lancashire in second
place. Well done to Tony Nonnenmacher & Raymond Semp,
Alec Smalley & Tom Slater, Michael Byrne & Michael
Newman (both days), on the Saturday Gary Hyett (played
with Michael Byrne) and John Currie (played with Michael
Newman) and on the Sunday Kath & Alan Nelson.
National League Final: Manchester retained the National
County Teams of Eight A Division Final held on Sunday 10
July – their third win in this event. Well done to Michael
Byrne & Michael Newman, Alan Mould & Rodney Lighton,
Alec Smalley & Tom Slater, Kath & Alan Nelson.
Diary dates: 6 Nov, Manchester Intermediate Pairs,
1.30pm, St Peters Assembly Rooms, Hale. Entries to Barbara
Lewis babsandalec@dsl.pipex.com. 11 Dec, Ben Franks Pairs,
1.30pm, Manchester Bridge Club.
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Congratulations to all winners at the EBU’s Summer Congress in Eastbourne.
Results on page 38
Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Simon Edwards,
Stuart Matthews, Paddy Murphy, Chris Pope,
Andrew Prothero and Alan Stephenson who won
the major Welsh KO teams event – the Welsh Cup.
The foursome of Liz Commins, Barry Jones, Paddy
Murphy and David Stevenson came close to making it a
double success as they reached the final of the Welsh mixed
teams competition, the Cambria Cup, but they sadly lost to a
quartet of very experienced international players.
Paddy Murphy also saw success in the recent Mid-Wales
teams Congress winning the two day event with South Wales
teammates Mark Roderick, Laura Woodruff and Mike Close.
In the President’s Cup (inter-county teams) at Bradford
BC our team finished third.
In the Manchester One Day Swiss teams Stuart Matthews,
Paddy Murphy, Alan Stephenson & Marks Weeks finished 3rd=.
Diary dates: 23 Oct, Chester Bowl (charity pairs) Deva
BC. 6 Nov, Merseyside Cup (intermediate teams). 27 Nov,
Waterworth Cup (county pairs and Corwen Q) MBC.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Nevena Senior, Nicola
Smith and Coach David Burn on winning the
European Womens' Team Championship in
Budapest, Hungary in June.
Well done also to Andrew McIntosh on
winning the London Congress Swiss Pairs in July.
Diary dates: 13 Nov, Senior Pairs, 2pm,
Pinner Bridge Club. Middlesex Congress, Queen Elizabeth's
School, Barnet, EN5 4DQ. 26 Nov, Green Pointed Swiss Pairs,
12 noon, 27 Nov, Green Pointed Swiss Teams, 12 noon.
Congress offer: half price entry for U25s and only £5.00 for
U16s. On-line entry and further details of these and all our
competitions can be found at www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
THE Norfolk Bridge School (details online) is
adding a new supervised play evening on
Wednesdays with 'no partner no problem'. Plans
for the 2017 ABC bridge weekend, referred to in
the last issue, have now been released on the
website. The location is to be Winchester. It may seem a little
early to be thinking about it, but last year’s Shakespeare
anniversary weekend's success in Stratford means that tickets
will go quickly. 'Tis surely such stuff as dreams are made of.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
GRATEFUL thanks are extended for the
tremendous support afforded to the Kathy Pike
Charity Event on 6 July which attracted an entry of
60 pairs. The sum of £1,100 was raised in aid of
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Cancer Research UK. (Scores in the online Results Section).
The attention of members is drawn to the change of Rule
19 in respect of travelling and venues to apply to InterClub
matches for the forthcoming season.
Entries are now being accepted for the 2016 NEBA
Congress which is again to be held in the fine bridge facility
at the Marriott Metro-Centre Hotel from 11-13 Nov. All
main events, Saturday Swiss Pairs and Sunday Swiss Teams,
will be green pointed.

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
THE Oxfordshire Congress was another great
success. Winners of the Swiss Pairs for the second
successive year were Sarah O’Connor & Mike Bell.
The Swiss Teams was won by Oxfordshire’s Paula
Hopkinson, David Patterson, Hugh Thomson &
Mike Webley. Carol McKinnon & Richard Cross won the
Sandra Landy Trophy.
At the Berks & Bucks Congress, Brian Geary & David
Patterson were 4th in the Swiss Pairs.
At the EBU Summer Seniors Congress, Robert Procter &
Mike Robinson’s team won the Swiss Teams and Kathy &
Denis Talbot were 2nd in the Championship Pairs A Final.
Ed Jones’ team won the London Congress Swiss Teams.
Chris Cooper’s team were 3rd in the Multiple Teams A
Final at the EBU Scarborough Summer Congress and he was
5th in the Swiss Pairs.
Diary dates: 9 Oct, Dawes League v Nottinghamshire. 21
Nov, OBA Management Committee. 27 Nov, Blue Pointed
Swiss Pairs.

Somerset
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
THE following players have been invited to represent
Somerset in the Tollemache event: Eric Cummings &
Ceri Pierce, Colin Juneman & Roger Sweet, Sheila
Coda & Colin Flood, Alan & Jette Bailey.
Diary dates: The county is to host an Andrew
Robson Seminar on 7 December 2016. Please watch the SCBA
website for further details.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
DAN Crofts and Edward Levy won the midweek
Swiss in the American Nationals held in
Washington. The team which represented us in
The Pachabo – Dan Crofts, Jason, Justin and Paul
Hackett finished third. Paul finished second in the teams in
the Seniors Congress at Eastbourne and the next weekend,
together with Jason and Justin, was third in the teams in the
London Congress. Their next tournament was Deauville,
where they also finished third in the teams. Jason Hackett was
second in the pairs in London and Justin and Paul at
Deauville were third in the handicap pairs, giving the winners
an 18% advantage.

www.ebu.co.uk

Congratulations to all winners at the EBU’s Summer Congress in Eastbourne.
Results on page 38
The Midlands Improvers Pairs was convincingly won by
Steve Smith and Jason Webb from Newcastle with
Wolverhampton’s Anna Lis and John Higgs third.
The next County Simultaneous Pairs will be at several
clubs on 26 January.

Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey
FRANCES Hinden and Graham Osborne reached
the quarter finals of the Chairman’s Cup in
Sweden. In the Eastbourne Swiss Pairs, Richard
Plackett finished 11th playing with an out of
county partner; Bob James and Peter Hardyment finished
equal 15th, and Ian Swanson and Ken Ford finished equal
17th. Other county successes are shown on page 38.
Diary dates: 30 Oct, Club Pairs Challenge Final,
Richmond. 27 Nov, Next Step Pairs, Wimbledon. 4 Dec,
Senior Pairs, Oxshott. 15 Jan, Affiliated Teams of Eight,
Richmond.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Stephen Kennedy and his
partner Michael Alishaw who beat 87 other pairs to
win the Swiss Pairs at the EBU English Riviera
Congress.
Congratulations to the team of Norman Inniss,
Richard Creamer, Konrad Mau and Neeraj Tanna
who won the Green Point Swiss Teams at Crowborough. The
runners-up were Andrew Morris, Duncan Curtis, Eddie
Lucioni and Jean Smallwood.
Diary dates: 12 Oct, SCCBA Midweek Swiss Pairs,
Henfield. 13 Oct, SCCBA Golf/Bridge Day, Worthing. 16 Oct,
SCCBA Ladies Pairs, Patcham. Please check out the SCCBA’s
website for more details.

Congratulations to Steve Green, Roger Bryant, Rob Helle
and Ed Hoogenkamp on winning the Online KO.
The National Inter County teams of Eight finals were
played in July at Coventry and Warwickshire teams featured
in the A and B finals with pride of place going to our B team
of Brent Wormald (C) and Peter Oldbury, Jon Downing and
Mike Meakin, Chris Lewis and Leslie Reece and Gordon Clark
and Mike Sallis.
At the WCBA AGM Derek Oddy was appointed League
Secretary.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
WILTSHIRE'S blue pointed event, our Open
Pairs, takes place at the Bowls Club, Devizes,
on Sunday 23rd October starting at 2pm. Last
year local talent won so this may be the year for those of you
outside the county.
Entry is £10 per player to include a splendiferous tea.
Usually we attract about 18 tables to this event. Full details
and an application form are on our website.

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
AS summer ends, the thoughts of players turn to
the Malvern Congress which will be held on 2930 October. Its new venue in Worcester has
proved extremely popular and we would
encourage anyone who wants to play and who
has not already entered to do so as soon as possible.
Congratulations to John Sansom, playing with Jason
Hackett, who won Wales Bridge Association Swiss Pairs in
Llandudno.

Yorkshire
Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
EBED has awarded its first Gold Achievement
Awards which go to three Warwickshire Juniors,
Megan Jones and Andy Cope from Coventry and
Elizabeth Gahan from Knowle, Solihull (pictured
below).

Left to right of Megan, Andy and Elizabeth with WCBA
Chairman and EBU Board Member Darren Evetts

www.ebu.co.uk

www.ycba.co.uk/
CONGRATULATIONS to the following on their
recent achievements:
The EBU Scarborough Congress featured a
presentation to Jim Proctor, Yorkshire’s recently
retired and long serving national tournament
director. James Thrower, Daniel Winter, Tim Prior & Paul
Brereton won the Multiple Teams, while Barrie Partridge was
in the second placed team. In the Swiss Pairs, Alan Brosgill &
Robin Jepson were 2nd. John Hayton & Philip Clark were 3rd.
Brian Senior and Sandra Penfold were finalists in the
EBU’s Hubert Phillips Bowl. Sandy Davies & Tom Gisborne
won the B final at the EBU Summer Seniors Congress.
In the EBU’s Garden Cities event, Sheffield (Frank
Littlewood, David Musson, Pete Waterman, Richard Pike,
Mike Pomfrey, David Waxman, Sandy Davies & Dave
Robinson) were third.
The inaugural and innovative Play Without the Experts
Swiss Pairs was held at York Bridge Club; the winners were
Anne Kimberley & Linda James.
Diary dates: 6 Nov, Ryedale Pairs, York. 27 Nov, Mixed
Pivot Teams and Members’ Forum, Bradford.
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Club Bidding Quiz
Answers to Questions on Page 43
There was a bridge player from Brighton
Who found his heart contract a tight one
He looked at his trumps
Which gave him goose bumps
With ten spades it was not the right one.
Hand 1
´–
™ Q J 10 8 6
tAQ9
®K9653

W

N

E
Pass

S
1t

?

2NT. The unusual no-trump
overcall shows at least five-five in
the lowest unbid suits, here
hearts and clubs. Showing both suits at once
increases your chance of winning a competitive
battle. Moreover, the jump makes it difficult for the
hand on your left to bid spades at all.

Hand 2
´ A J 10 8 6 4
™ A76
tJ95
®6

W

N

E

S
1NT

?

2´. When both sides are
vulnerable, you need to be a little
bit careful coming in over 1NT
because undertricks in either direction are 100 a
time. Here, with a decent six-card suit and just
about opening values, you should overcall. If the
hand on your left is planning to run to a suit, you
would definitely rather bid straight away.
Hand 3
´ 10 8 7 5 3
™AK6
tJ
®AKQ7

W
1´
?

N
Pass

E
2´

S
Pass

4´. Your hand has improved
enormously now that partner has
raised spades. You can use the
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click

by Julian Pottage

link

losing trick count, which gives you a five-loser
hand, enough to jump to game facing the expected
nine-loser hand. You will probably lose two trumps
and a diamond but nothing else.
Hand 4
´ KJ874
™984
tK92
® 82

W

N

1´
?

Pass

E
1™
3™

S
Pass
Pass

4™. With many hands containing
seven points, you would pass
partner's invitational rebid. On
this occasion, your three-card trump support could
prove useful in solidifying partner's suit. You also
have two kings that might win tricks and a possible
ruffing value.

Hand 5
´ 92
™A97
t A K Q 10 6 3
® J7

W

N

E

S

1t
?

Pass

1™

Pass

3t. The average hand with 14
HCP would not warrant a jump
rebid. With this particular hand,
your very good six-card suit is likely to produce six
tricks. Your ace is a sure winner too, and a fast
winner at that. If all you can make is 2t, it is likely
that the opponents will enter the bidding anyway.

W
Hand 6
´ K 10 9 7 4 2
™ J 10 5 3
t–
®QJ7

N
1t

E
1™

S
1NT

?

3™. This is a difficult question of
judgement. The 1NT call warns
you that the heart suit is unlikely
to break evenly and that any
finesse in the suit is likely to be offside. Given your
void in diamonds, you are unlikely to buy the
contract in 2™ and so bid as high as you are willing
to go. You would prefer not to be vulnerable. r
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Bridge Club Live
World’s First Individual KO Winner
There was a bridge player called May
Whose partner moved many miles away
Their partnership stays alive
Online at Bridge Club Live

He now cashed ´KQ and crossed to ®10, taking
out the last trump. This was followed by ´A
throwing a heart and a diamond ruff high. With his
last carefully preserved small trump, declarer
crossed to dummy once more and we were here:
´
™
t
®

Cos that's where they play every day.

T

he deal below was played recently in one of
the daily IMP Pairs Tournaments in Bridge
Club Live, the only online bridge provider
based in the UK.

Game All. Dealer North. IMP Pairs
´ A97
™ 542
t 953
® J 10 7 3
´ J 10 5
´ 86432
N
™ AQJ
™ 963
W
E
t KQ864
t A J 10 2
S
® 96
® 8
´ KQ
™ K 10 8 7
t 7
® AKQ542

West
1t
Dble

North
Pass
2®
4®

East
Pass
2t
All Pass

South
1®
3t

West led tK and switched to ®9. It appears that
there are three heart tricks to be lost in addition to
the diamond trick already lost. However, after the
helpful start, declarer got to business and took the
second trick in dummy ruffing high a diamond at
trick three.
www.ebu.co.uk

by Barrie Partridge

´
™
t
®

–
AQJ
Q
–

–
542
–
3
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

–
963
A
–

–
K 10 8
–
A

With the lead in dummy at trick 10, declarer led a
small heart with the intention of covering anything
that East played. If East had ™A and played it, the
™K would be set up. This works against any heart
layout. West had to take the trick and was endplayed
into setting up the ™K or else giving declarer a ruff
and discard. Declarer had to access dummy
carefully three times with trumps to achieve this
ending. West could have overtaken his partner’s
king at trick one and switched to a heart to prevent
this endplay.
Bridge Club Live continues to provide unique
events. The world’s first ever Knock Out Individual
has recently been won by Andy Milner of Lincoln,
while the winners of our most recent Handicapped
Knock-out Pairs were Hertfordshire’s Andy and
Marion Fenn. Congratulations to them all.
r

Bridge Club Live is the only online
bridge provider based in the UK.
Do come and join us at
www.bridgeclublive.com
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Review

Bridge Scoring Apps

N

ew electronic scoring software is able to
run on common-or-garden smartphones
and tablets. We asked one rural club to
review a couple of the main contesters – the UK’s
home-grown BriAn and Jannersten’s BridgeTabs.
Winscombe Bridge Club, in North Somerset, was
perfectly placed. It has a weekly duplicate taking
place in a community hall which has finally
installed rural-paced Wi-Fi, and is relatively
central in the county. But what really marked it
out is Barry Morrison – a self-styled ‘club geek’
who enjoys tinkering with new technology and
understands the finer points of bridge-scoring
software. Luckily he was happy to put the two
systems to the test, and write our review.
In order to really put the software through its
paces Winscombe invited players from all clubs
across the county with an interest in scoring. It
made for a very jolly and social couple of evenings
with lots of cross-county introductions, and drew
representatives from the unaffiliated clubs who
enjoyed seeing all the information available using
electronic scoring and computer-dealt hands.
Here, Barry gives us his low-down on directing
with each system, while a questionnaire completed
by players provide the ratings (out of five).

BRIDGETABS
BridgeTabs uses a custom app, loaded through
Google Play, onto either a standard Android tablet
or a smartphone – not a dedicated piece of
hardware. Each table has one tablet or smartphone
(terminal) onto which North-South (by tradition)
are responsible for entering the board number,
contract, declarer, lead and result.
BridgeTabs works with the scoring program of
your choice – PairsScorer, EBUScore, ScoreBridge
and the one we use – KbScore – which is in essence
a simplified version of PairsScorer. Each BridgeTab
terminal communicates directly with the database
using Wi-Fi or a local area network. If there is no
internet you can use a ‘dongle’ on the computer that
allows the tablets and computer to talk and score.
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by Barry Morrison

Results can then be uploaded to the EBU or put on
the internet later (at home) when Wi-Fi is available.
The scoring program is responsible for collecting
results from the database and giving feedback to the
terminals.
The players’ screens on the BridgeTab terminal
are intuitive. Players are prompted through the setup to enter their table number and identities (either
a club number or an EBU number will do). They are
given their pair numbers. Instant feedback is given
– the players’ names are displayed – and any
corrections can be made.
At the start of each round, the screen shows the
player names and the boards. For each board North,
by convention, enters the contract, declarer and,
optionally, the lead. Facilities also exist for entering
the bidding. At the end of play North enters the
result and the score is shown for agreement by East.
If okay, the equivalent of the board’s traveller is
displayed on screen. If the hands are known by the
system the players also have the option to see the
deal on screen, including the optimum result, but
this can be turned off to ensure quick play.
At the end of the round a summary of each board
played is shown and at this stage the players have
the option to correct any mistakes before accepting
‘end of round’. After this, only the director can make
changes. If enabled, current rankings are shown,
followed by a screen which shows where each pair
should move. At the end of the session the final
rankings can be made available for display.

BEFORE THE TRIAL – GETTING IT RIGHT
We tested the system before the trial and
experienced some teething problems. We suffered
from intermittent communication problems which
appeared to be Wi-Fi related. It transpired that our
tablets were not up to the task; they were fine
individually but once there were four or more in
operation we had problems. Eventually we bit the
bullet and replaced our £30 tablets with Amazon
ones costing around £50 each. Much to our
treasurer’s relief there have been no further
www.ebu.co.uk

problems.
Tablets tend to ‘snooze’ while a hand is played to
protect battery life. It is important to have tablets
that revert straight to the last screen when ‘woken’ –
we would advise against those that require you to
scroll through a couple of ads first.
At the outset it was anticipated that we could have
logistical problems in keeping the tablets’ batteries
charged. This was solved by constructing a docking
box as shown in the picture below. It holds twelve
tablets housed in slots and contains a couple of sixway chargers. The box doubles up as both a charger
and a convenient means of storing the tablets.

C

PROS
Runs on most scoring software allowing
directors to choose one they are familiar with
Clear and intuitive screens – almost no
training required for users
Does not need internet – a local area network
is easy to set up

C
C
D

D

CONS
On the ‘traveller’ screen the lead seems more
prominent than the contract which is lost on
the left hand side. It can be confusing. For
instance, if the contract is 4´ and the lead is
™2, it looks like the contract is 2™.
Keeping tablets charged and storing them.

USER FEEDBACK

Overall ease of use and success: 33333 5.0
Intuitive screens: 33333 4.5
Ease of reading screen: 33333 4.7
Better or worse than dedicated hardware system?
Unanimously better 33333 5.0
Good solution for clubs? 33333 5.0

USER COMMENTS
DIRECTING EXPERIENCE
Players can rectify their own mistakes on
BridgeTab so there are few technical requirements
from the director during the game. The facilities
appear to cover all contingencies and are easy to use.
It is a plus that you do not require internet. Many
small village halls do not have Wi-Fi, but
BridgeTabs can still run using a simple local area
network. Director rating: 33333 5.0

BridgeTab screenshots
Rated very clear and intuitive for users

www.ebu.co.uk

‘An excellent clear system’
‘Tablets are very easy to read’
‘As an ancient bridge player (80+) this modern
technology is putting me off playing bridge.’
‘Too many problems with needing router, computer,
charging and space for equipment’

BRIAN
BriAn (Bridge on Android) was developed by
London’s Victor Lesk and Ned Paul. It also uses an
app loaded onto a tablet or smartphone (either an
Apple or Android device). It runs its own built-in
bridge-scoring software. Several players in our test
used their own smartphones which travel with the
player rather than being left on the table, and clubs
can thus avoid purchasing any hardware.
Rather than assigning a terminal to a specific
table (obviously members would be reluctant to
leave their expensive phone behind when they move
to a different table!) the terminals can be assigned to
a specific pair and move with them. As long as there
is always one terminal at each table scoring can
proceed. If several players are keeping score it is
possible to enter a score on two or more terminals
simultaneously.
Winscombe BC has several players who do not
own smartphones and the club provided a few
tables with tablets (the same ones as used for
October 2016 English Bridge
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We used both tablets and smartphones. There was
BridgeTabs – both apps were installed). There was a
mix of players taking their phone scorer with them, an overwhelming feeling that the tablets were much
and tablets remaining with North at a particular easier to use, and the smartphones were fiddly.
The built-in scoring software seemed perfectly
table.
adequate, but directors familiar with
BriAn does not require a local
other systems may resent the
computer. The scoring devices
lack of choice.
communicate directly with
Director rating: 33333 4.5
the
BriAn
website
–
brianbridge.net. A session of
PROS
bridge can be completely set up
C
Runs on phones and
and scored using smart phones
tablets with everyone and
and/or tablets, only requiring a
anyone welcome to keep score, so
computer if results are to be displayed
leaning over to see percentages and
on a central screen.
previous results on a single device is not an
Before the session starts, the director
issue.
creates a game, using any terminal which has
C Runs on the internet, not on a local
been switched to director mode, entering the
network, so excellent for bridge at multiple
number of tables, movement etc. The BriAn screens – sites such as café bridge.
you can keep your
players then switch on their own devices
own score
C Cheap option for irregular users as no
and initialise them with the club’s
capital outlay.
gamecode and the appropriate pair number or table
C Very good for an individual who runs
number. Either the director can create a database of
infrequent duplicates, perhaps in classes, and
players’ names, or players can input them onto their
the odd charity event as it requires no outlay
own devices when the game has been created.
on hardware.
The contract, lead and result for each board is
C Clear and intuitive screens – almost no
entered at the end of each deal. If more than one
training required for users.
player at a table is scoring, the system automatically
CONS
alerts if entries don’t match. Players may rectify any
D Runs on built-in scoring software which seems
mistakes up until they agree ‘end of round’.
good, but directors must familiarise
The ‘BriAn menu’ gives users the facility to refresh
themselves with it.
the device, enter director mode (password
D If you have no tablets, you must ask players to
protected), show current rankings and re-assign the
download software and use their own phones.
device to a different pair or table number. For
D Players must arrive with fully-charged phones,
instance if a table finds itself without a device, they
and if there is no Wi-Fi, must have sufficient
can ‘borrow’ for a round.
data allowance.
BEFORE THE TRIAL
D Full and strong internet access is essential.
There were problems before the trial with the
BriAn website, but once we’d been advised to use
USER FEEDBACK
only the Google Chrome browser it worked well. It Overall ease of use and success: 33333 4.3
was also irritating to need to create a names
database, but we are assured this has been fixed and For those using their own phones:
players can enter an EBU number or type their own Ease of software installation & set-up 33333 5.0
Intuitive screens: 3333 3.4
name on Android, and due soon on Apple.
Ease of reading screen: 33333 4.4
DIRECTING EXPERIENCE
Better than dedicated hardware? 33333 5.0
No problems were experienced, with players Good solution for clubs? 33333 5.0
needing little, if any, tuition on the use of the
terminals. However, with our ‘rural-paced’ For those using tablets:
broadband we did have some trouble staying Intuitive screens: 33333 4.7
connected to the website. Devices often had Ease of reading screen: 33333 5.0
Better than dedicated hardware? 33333 5.0
communication problems with the server.
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USER COMMENTS
‘If BriAn is cheaper than alternative hardware
options you should 100% switch. It would be VERY
SIMPLE to use next time!’
‘This is the future’
‘Better because with other systems only the operator
knows, more or less, what’s going on. With one’s own
phone, all is made clear’
‘Brilliant – far better than Bridgemates’
‘Tablets better than phones. Would be OK after
some use. Harder for IT phobics.’
‘My only problem related to the small size of the
phone screen – BriAn on a tablet is much easier.’

QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION
Q We don’t have Wi-Fi at our club. Can either
system be used without it?
A BridgeTab relies on Wi-Fi for communication
to and from the scoring terminals. However, an
internet connection is not required and hence Wi-Fi
can be provided by a simple stand-alone Wi-Fi
Router which can be obtained for as little as £20. We
have used this in the past with 100% success.
BriAn communicates via the internet.
Smartphones can connect directly to the internet
and thus do not require Wi-Fi (if the 3G/4G signal
is good) but if tablets are used for some or all of the
scoring terminals then Wi-Fi with an internet
connection is required. Some smartphones can be
set up as a ‘Wi-Fi Hotspot’ but the signal needs to
be excellent.

Q Is a licence required and if so how much?
A Yes. BridgeTab charges £6 per table per year - a
small club with a maximum of ten tables would pay
£60 per year and could run as many sessions as they
wished each week.
BriAn's annual charge is £15 per weekly table,
assuming 24-board games - so a club with two fivetable games weekly would pay £150. This rises
slightly with more boards, but there is a 'cap' of
£180 for any one club. For one-off or irregular
events, credits can be bought online at a higher adhoc rate, starting at 3p per traveller line for events
less than 10 tables, rising to 7p for more than 30
tables. Some examples are given in the 'Cost of
ownership' table below.
Q What happens with BridgeTab if one gets more
tables than the licence allows?
A The controlling software will not allow you to
activate more terminals than your licence allows but
as long as you have an internet connection and a
credit card a top up licence can be purchased pretty
much instantaneously. The extra licence can be
short term and is proportionally cheaper (£1 per
table for thirty days).
Q Similarly, what happens with BriAn if you
don’t have sufficient credit at the start of a session?
A That shouldn’t happen as you will be warned
when your balance is less than 1000 credits,
nevertheless, extra credit can be purchased
without delay.

COST OF OWNERSHIP
The table shows a quick look at the total cost over a five-year period for a) a small club, ten table
maximum, running one session per week with an average of seven tables and b) a larger club, twenty table
maximum, running two sessions per week with an average of fifteen tables. Bridgemates are included for
comparison. The figures do not include equipment such as a laptop, projector, dealing machine. While a
laptop or computer is essential for Bridgemates and Bridgetabs, it is not essential for BriAn except to
project results. In theory BridgeTabs can be used on personal smartphones, but in practice this is unlikely
given players would have to leave their phone with North at the table they started. No allowance has been
made for hardware depreciation, which should be considered with Bridgemates and tablets.
Small Club

Larger Club

Bridgemate

BridgeTab

BriAn

Bridgemate

BridgeTab

BriAn

Capital cost

£1,665

£6001

–

£2,975

£1,1002

–

5-year licence

–

£3003

£750 - £9004

–

£600

£9005

Total

£1665

£900

£750 - £900

£2,975

£1,700

£900

1

12 tablets (2 spare) at £50 each. While players using BridgeTabs can bring their own phones or tablets, it seems
unviable given they have to be left with North at the table where they started. 2 22 tablets (2 spare) at £50 each.
3
10 tables at £6 per table, per year. 4 10 tables at £15 per table. The lower range is for up to 24 boards a session.
5
Cap on costs payable by club.

www.ebu.co.uk
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SUMMER BRIDGE CAMPS

Cheltenham

SUMMER BRIDGE CAMPS
Midd

lesex

Ardingly

, Susse
x

MORE BRIDGE VERSES SENT IN BY READERS
Those who sought intellectual pursuits
Played Bridge in long dresses and Suits
An out-dated thought
For now - it's a Sport
We wear and Declare with no care
for such roots

What to lead? What to lead?

Having paid table money or subs
You may find yourself playing in Clubs
But 5C for a Game
You won't find too tame
Just 3 losers and you're getting drubs

They've run thirteen tricks

Long have I pondered.
Does a club four
Show my hearts are odd numbered.
Against seven no trumps
Is an ace lead permissible?
So I fear I have blundered.
East to the right of me,
West to the left of me,

Diamonds at first may look finer
But I hope I don't sound like a whiner
When I point out the fact
They're as tough an act So, to win, rarely play with a Minor

Wife straight in front of me

A Major is, so my partner believes
Where route to top score often leaves
We, fearless of knocks
Take 4H from the box
And play with our Hearts on our
sleeves

Or joined the No Fear brigade.

Never show opponents you're afraid
If they Overcall with 4 Spade
They may be in trouble
"Double!", "Redouble!!"
Now pray the right lead is played
But oft times the best game will
stump
If in doubt and you're not a chump
Leave success to The Fates
As they say in The States
Life's easier if played with No Trump
So come, throw away all your cares
We supply cards, tables and chairs
Leave the snacks in the fridge
Best brain food is Bridge
Be it Rubber, Duplicate or Sim Pairs
John Rayment
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Grimaced and thundered,
‘Was your phone left switched on?
Were you playing Pokemon?
At home you should have stayed
My god I feel lumbered.’
Wife bids TWO CLUBS!
Can't seem to reason why
No matter how hard I try.
So make no reply.
OOPS! My days are numbered.
Ed Blincoe
There was a young lady called Lou
Who requested a limerick or two.
So I wrote down a poem
And said ‘This will show ‘em
How poorly a proof reader can do.’
Bob Dowdeswell (Aged 67¾)
Said the player, ambitious and keen,
‘Please tell me, what does that bid
mean?’
Said opponent ‘I fear
It only makes clear
The cards he holds number thirteen.’
Rosemary Goodacre

BRIDGING THE GAP
I once considered I had a brain
Where knowledge reliably would
remain.
But now I have trouble
in remembering the nubble
of all those conventions I should
retain.
So playing the game is quite a strain
as remaining cards are no longer plain,
As I stroke my stubble
and search the mind's rubble,
those points that have gone I can't
ascertain.
An experiment's done to halt the drain
with a high-tech device that's quite
humane.
With no hubble-bubble
a memory stick double
connects right into my brain's domain.
The demand is high - first come, first
served!
John Crosher
I love to play bridge at the Birches
Just turn off Ross road where the
church is
Youll find a good crowd
Tho sometimes too loud
But a good evening’s play oft emerges.
Ian Nicol
Shark! Shark! was my partner’s bark
In a voice just like that at the table
When he comments about my
standard of bridge
Without realising that he’s much less
able.
Laurie Jackson
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WAY OVER THE TOP
Bridges abound, so travelling's a breeze our freedom from obstacles without them we'd lose.
They overcome impediments to go as we please
and support our spectacles and snooker cues.
They rectify currents, and span them with ease.
Without them no violins could ever we use,
so stringless concerts - an abominable tease;
and no jobs for the captains and all of the crews,
'cos ships out of harbour just couldn't squeeze.
But the bridge most enjoyable is played in twos
and we gather together like honey bees
where friendship grows and perhaps even woos
and where even our foes we seek to appease.
It stimulates the mind, which otherwise just stews
and activates joints, especially the knees.
So supported by bridge, we trump out the good news
that mental despondency just simply flees
and more pleasurable a pastime you just couldn't choose.
John Crosher
What is BRIDGE?
Bridge is a CARD GAME.
Bridge is a PARTNERSHIP GAME.
Bridge is a NUMBER GAME.
Bridge is a MIND GAME.
Bridge is a COUNTING GAME.
Bridge is a PLANNING GAME.
Bridge is a STRATEGY GAME.
Bridge is a SILENT GAME.

More follow
overleaf

Bridge is a BIDDING GAME.
Bridge is a AUCTION GAME.
Bridge is a CHALLENGING GAME.
Bridge is a COMPETING GAME.
Bridge is a CONTRACT MAKING OR BREAKING GAME.
Bridge is a WINNING OR LOSING GAME.
Bridge is KEEPING THE GREY MATTER ALERT GAME.
Bridge is PASTIME GAME.
Bridge is INCREASING SOCIAL CIRCLE GAME.
Bridge is after all, A GAME, A FUN GAME.
Ameeta Shah
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Diamonds are trumps
And I’ve got clumps
Bad splits
Zits
If they lead a Heart
The hand falls apart
But a club is on the table
And now I am able
To throw all my spades away
Hip Hip Hooray.
Thank you for leading my suit
It certainly bore much fruit
Thank you for bidding once more
We certainly got a good score
Thank you for taking the trouble
To get me out of that awful double
Thank you for just being there
Three at the table, what a nightmare.

Colin Woods
Baa, baa Bridge Player,
Have you any tricks?
Yes, sir; yes, sir;
I’ve got six!
Three tricks for Honours,
Two tricks for Length,
And one trick I hope to make
From Outside Strength
Hubert Phillips, You Can Play and Laugh
Half a trick,
Half a trick,
Half a trick under –
Wrong valuation ‘twas
Led to our blunder.
“Forward, the ‘Light’ Brigade!”
“Seven No-trump,” he said;
That’s how we came to go
Down six hundred.
“Forward the ‘Light’ Brigade!”
Well though the hand was played,
Both I and partner knew
“Someone” had blundered.
He forced (I don’t know why);
I made the wrong reply;
His was a poor slam try,

Cont/ overleaf
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MORE BRIDGE VERSES SENT IN BY READERS
And that’s how he and I
Came down six hundred.
Hand to the left of me
Looked up and wondered;
Hand on the right of me –
“Double,” he thundered.
So flashed their Aces bare
With an insouciant air;
But we – what did we care,
“Set” for six hundred?
When will the memory fade
Of that wild bid we made,
Since at the nerve displayed
Everyone wondered?
Honour the bid we made!
Honour the “Light” Brigade!
Thirty bob each we paid –
Sunk by six hundred.
Hubert Phillips, You Can Play and Laugh
This is the trick the Jack took.
This is the guy that collected the trick the Jack took.
This is the Jane that doubled the guy that collected the
trick that Jack took.
This is the card that was played by the Jane that
doubled the guy that collected the trick the Jack took.

THE TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR’S WISH LIST
As someday it may happen, a director I could be,
I have a little list, I have a little list,
Of typical offenders who often annoy me
They never will be missed; they never will be missed.
There’s the very slow players, holding the movement back
And people making dodgy claims that depends who holds
the jack.
And people who don’t call me, they know the rules by heart
Except for subsection C – which is really the correct part.
And people looking at the four hands and getting them all
mixed
They never will be missed; I hope they won’t be missed.
There’s the pair who signals hearts by how they hold the
hand.
I’ve put them on the list – the L&EC list.
And putting gaps in calls – being careful how they land.
They’re on the bridge blacklist, I hope they’ve not been
missed.
There’s the pair leading cards depending on Ace or King
And their partner never misguesses – a very funny thing
And certain German Doctors, coughing now and then
And American experts careful how they place a pen.
And online bridge players, so close that they can kiss
I’ve seen them on a list. They’re on Boye Brogeland’s List.

And that bridge player who people hope they never know.
The inveterate psycher – I ‘ve got him on my list.
This is the Ace that didn’t get played that was held by
People who don’t explain their bids, to confuse oppos
the Jane that doubled the guy that collected the trick
They’d none of them be missed, they’d none of them be
the Jack took.
missed
These are the tears that ran down the face –
And the Best Behaviour breachers who scream in angry
When she saw she’d omitted to play the Ace –
tones
Of the luckless Jane that doubled the guy that collected At the mistakes their partner makes – but never of their own.
the trick the Jack took.
And unauthorised panic, which I often see
This is the self-control sublime of the partner who said: Stemming from the fact that no-one knows rule 16B.
And finally ethical players, to help all I insist.
‘Better luck next time!’
They won’t be on my list, they’re safely off my list.
When he saw the tears that ran down the face
(Because she’d omitted to play the Ace)
Chorus,
Of the luckless Jane that doubled the guy that collected So if you’ve any queries, wherever you may be.
the trick the Jack took.
Never be afraid to call– I’m your helpful bridge TD.
Hubert Phillips, You Can Play and Laugh
John Portwood
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A Junior Perspective
World Youth Championships

click

by Kyle Lam

L

ast year, both the U26 and U16 teams finished
4th in the European Youth Championships.
Their reward was the right to participate in
the 16th World Youth Championships held in
Salsomaggiore Terme, Italy. There were nine
gruelling days of competition against the best of
Europe with the likes of China, USA and Australia
thrown in for good measure. It was an all-play-all
round robin with the top eight teams (four for the
U16) qualifying for the knockout.
The U26s were represented by Shivam Shah,
Freddie Illingworth, Alex Roberts, Ankush
Khandelwal, Ben Norton and Yvonne Wiseman
with NPC Alan Shillitoe and Coach Jon Cooke.
Unfortunately, a combination of the strength of the
field and bad luck resulted in the team finishing
15th after the round robin stage. The team now
competed in the Board-a-Match competition.
Shivam, Freddie, Alex and Yvonne finished the twoday BAM qualification comfortably in 1st place; in
fact, they were nearly four boards clear of second
place. In the BAM final, the team narrowly missed
out on a medal finishing in 4th place.
The U16 team of Harry Madden, Oscar Selby,
Jasmine Bakhshi, Liz Gahan, Megan Jones and
Henry Rose with NPC Sarah O’Connor and Coach
Mike Bell got off to an electric start winning all their
matches on the first day but ended the round robin
stage in 8th place. Special mention must be made of
the fact that only Harry and Oscar were part of the
team that played in the Europeans last year and
therefore the majority of the team were at their first
major tournament. The team won seven out of their
13 matches – a fantastic result considering the
experience of the team. I am told that the whole
team played in great spirit for the duration of the
tournament and most importantly capitalised on all
the ice cream opportunities available.
The deal below comes from the BAM (Board a
Match, or Point a Board) competition and features
Oscar and Liz who both decided that six days of
bridge was just not enough for them. Undeterred by
the experienced U26 field despite both being only
www.ebu.co.uk

link

13, they persuaded fellow U26s Ankush and Ben to
form a team, the English Cubs. Norway U26, Italy
U26 and Poland Girls were just a handful of the
teams they beat in the overall qualification
standings to finish 8th out of 32 and comfortably
qualify for the final. In the final they eventually
finished 9th in the strong field. Here they are in
action against a pair of Australian U26s:
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The Australian pair clearly thought they could
capitalise on the relative inexperience of our young
English duo but Oscar and Liz had other ideas. 2™
by West was a rather unorthodox call even by Junior
standards and 2´ from East was a good raise. When
West bid 3™ (presumably very quickly), Oscar
decided now was the time to teach this pair a short
sharp lesson. East realised there was nothing to lose
and initiated the mind games with a redouble
hoping NS would run in fear. England held their
nerve and a routine defence resulted in two down
and the unusual result of +600 to win the board.
Watch out for Oscar and Liz – you’ve been warned! r
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COUNTY NEWS – LOCAL RESULTS
Avon

Devon

www.avoncba.org.uk

www.devonbridge.co.uk

AVON’S team for the November’s
Tollemache: Chris Dixon & David Jones,
Trevor Ward & Rob Lawy, Tim Brierley &
Graham Hartley, Peter Shelley & Brian
Goalby, Jeremy Rickard & Robert Glass.

Berks and Bucks
www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba
CAROLE and Herb Mueller, David Perkins and
Phil Thornton won the Perkins Cup (Teams);
runners-up were Ed Scerri, Dick Davey, Richard
Hillman, and Richard Bowdery.
Steve Lynch and Paul Dolphin were joint
winners of the John Pares Cup in the 2015-16 Victor
Ludorum competition.
Graduate League: seven teams took part and, in a close
finish, Jane Morris’ DOMPF team (Jan Przybys, Pamela King,
Jane Morris and Peter Duncan) defeated the defending
champions David Genders’ Grand Slam. Both of these teams
are expecting to join two teams from the 2014-15 Graduate
League in Division 4 of the Brown Cup next year, so fulfilling
one of the objectives when the Graduate League was founded
four years ago.
Student League: six teams from three different bridge
classes took part and the winners were Hilary Rouse’s Not
Vulnerable team (Mark Taylor, David King, Hilary Rouse,
Caroline Hunt, plus Andy Graham and Val Karruck) taught
by Rob Wilkinson at the Bridge School at Gerrards Cross.
End-of-Season Event: at the end of the season, the two
leagues get together for a celebration pairs match. This was
won by Anne Byles & Barbara Gibbs and joint runners-up
were Bill Astles & Mark Bannister and Peter Duncan &
Pamela King.

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
Pairs
Swiss
Pivot
Pairs,

Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
WINNERS of the Vic Morris Plate was Malcolm
Young’s team (Alan Kenny, Jeff Calladine and
Richard Horsley were his team mates).
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Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
CLUB Player Championships – 1st, Sandra Fenton
& Roger Bacon. 2nd, David Brace & Linda Fleet.
3rd, Brenda & Frans Van Nunes. George Curtis –
1st, John Stimson, Winnie Godber, Rick Hanley &
Graham Beeton. 2nd, Bernie Hunt, Sheena Millins, Val &
Paul Mollison. 3rd, Richard Register, John Sutcliffe, Tanya
Genthe & Alan Cohen. Summer Seniors – 1st, Graham Foster
& Dennis Johnson. 2nd, Chris Chorley & Paddy Murray. 3rd,
Pat Johnson & Peter Scotting. ECBA Really Easy Pairs – 1st,
Linda & Vaughan Jenkins. 2nd, Cath Fox & Val Poter. 3rd
equal, Richard Manning & Mustapha Rahaman and Mike
Wares & Amanda Murphy.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
THE Champions’ Cup after our AGM was won
by Patrick Shields and Derek Rue. The Spring
Pairs finished in May with the victors being Alan
Wearmouth and Tony Hill.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

Cornwall
DIARY dates: 9 Oct, AGM & Mixed
Championship, Ladock. 23 Oct, County
Teams, Queens Hotel, Penzance. 6 Nov,
Teams, Ladock. 27 Nov, Bodmin Swiss
Lanhydrock Golf Club.

AT the AGM Mike Hamon and Terence Treeby
were re-elected as Chairman and Secretary;
following the AGM Ruth Edmondson was coopted as Treasurer. The teams following the
AGM was won by Mike Hamon, Howard Kent-Webster, Joe
and Gillian Fawcett.

DIARY dates: 16 Oct, Mixed Pairs. 13 Nov,
Teams of Eight. 27 Nov, BP Teams of Four. 11
Dec, Yuletide Swiss Teams. All at Romsey. 22 Oct,
BP Swiss Pairs at Petersfield. Entries via HIOW
website or Steve Preston on 02380 702934.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Peter and Ann Clark
for winning the Swiss Pairs on the 23 July at the
Herts and Essex Green pointed weekend.
Well done to Paul and Fiona Littlewood,
Tim Nash and Mark Westley for winning the
teams at the Southern Midweek Congress, 14-16 June.
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Kent

Manchester

www.kcba.org.uk

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

THE Phillimore Cup (Swiss Pairs) was won by
Ian Draper and Jeremy Willans.
The Brook Shield (Kent Area League playoff) was won by North West Kent; Norman
Inniss, Stefan Syplywczak, Pat McBain and Colin
Game (see photo below).
Diary dates: 22 Oct, Bromley North BC Swiss Teams. 2930 Oct, 56th Kent Congress, Tunbridge Wells (Blue pointed).
15 Jan Fleming Femina/Hunter Homines Tunbridge Wells.

SUMMER Intermediate Pairs: Well done to
Andrea Mills and David Welsh who won this
26 pair event by over four percent.
Castle Swiss Pairs: Congratulations to Neil
Thomas and Gillian McMullan who won this event for the
second time in three years.
MCBA Green Point Swiss Teams: Congratulations to Kath
Nelson & Jeff Morris, Alan Nelson & Jeff Smith who won this
event by the huge margin of 22 VPs which is especially
notable as Kath & Jeff are not a regular partnership.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

Kent Area League play-off winners: Stefan Syplywczak, Pat
McBain, Norman Inniss, Colin Game

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
BLACKBURN Swiss Pairs: 1st John Holland and
Brian Senior.

MIDDLESEX Cup: Neil Rosen (Capt), Keith
Bennett, Simon Cope, Richard Hillman, Martin
Jones, Anne Rosen.
Championship Pairs: Tony Mutukisna,
Malcolm Todd.
Mixed Pairs: Jill Feldman, Neil Rosen.
Ladies Pairs: Vanessa Clarke, Jacqui Tobias.
Senior Pairs: Maurizia Trowell, Michael Trowell.
Gentle Duplicate Pairs: Mahesh Shah, Sheela Shah.
Seniors Teams: Harry Ashar, Azad Husein, Denise Miller,
Saleem Sachak.
Club Teams of Eight: Pinner Bridge Club.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
THE Samani Salver (the summer knockout –
aggregate scored handicap Teams of Four
competition) – Clarendon South, who beat
Golf in the semi-final, will meet the winners of
the other semi-final which is Bradgate B (receive (2000) vs
Clarendon North, in the final. In the Samani Plate (for 1st
round losers) – the semi-finals will be Grantham A vs
Loughborough A and Hinckley vs Westcotes A.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
THE finals of the London Trophy took place in
June. The Trophy was won by the HM Treasury
team of Roy Westwater, Peter Brook, Peter
Donovan and Sir Alex Allan with runners-up
Christine Tomkin, Neil Tomkin, Karen Milliner, and Pip
Smitham. The Plate was won by MCC, comprising Russell
Tenzer, Gary Diamond, Harvey Laurance, Nigel Clayton,
Pralab Barua & Geoff Lane. The Plate runners up were
Thakeham BC - Carolyn Phillip, Diana Caplin, Frances Fuller
and Joan Kellett.
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OK, so our attempt to run a Sunday event in
July fell foul of the British Grand Prix and
Wimbledon – we’ll not try that again any time
soon! The June event was enjoyed by all and
won by Nawal Fenwick and John Harrison (the
Mills Knight) and Barbara & Mike Harnden (the Broke).
The club visits continued with Bawburgh who generously
sponsored two prizes – won by Gabriel Ip and Bogdan
Drobny (Pam Allwood) and Clive Turner and Mervyn Scutter
(Houston). Our next visit was to Holt where Michael Whiting
and Roger Amey emerged triumphant.
We then went to Aylsham where Nawal Fenwick and John
Harrison again topped the table. On to Wymondham and the
Shaw Trophy where Roger Amey and Mike Walsh were
substantially ahead of the rest of the field.
The last event in this report is the Kings Lynn Trophy won
with a large margin by the local team of Tony Graham, Trish
Foster, Peter Clemens and Brian Barrett. There are three more
events in this summer season which I will report on in the
next issue.
Events in October are the Orb Pacquot on 9th and the
AGM and Smart Trophy on 30th – see you there!
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North East
www.neba.co.uk
CLEAR winners of the Summer Pairs Final on 25
June were Jacqui Taylor and Geoff Parker with a
very creditable score of nearly 65%. Second place
was taken by Damian Hassan and Clive Owen
who in turn were well clear of third placed Brenda Osborne
and Frank Springett. Winners of the Simultaneous Open
Pairs held at Darlington BC and Castle Morpeth BC on 17
July were Aileen Cunningham and Mary Page. Second place
went to Haydon Dando and Eric Knight and in third place
were Brenda Osborne and Frank Springett.
The Kathy Pike Charity Event held on 6 July at
Stannington was well supported and a huge success. Runaway
winners were Marian Curran and Pat Tuff, second place was
taken by Sue and Dick Davies and in third were Kenneth
Bodenham and Monica Tuke.
NEBA won both the ‘A’ and ‘B’ team matches in the
annual match against East of Scotland at Berwick on 3 July. A
close finish saw the ‘A’ team ahead by just 2 IMPs, the ‘B’ team
finishing strongly in the final round to accumulate a 20 IMP
margin. Congratulations go to all successful players.

Somerset
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
SCBA AGM was held at Woolavington Village Hall
on 18 June followed by a Swiss Team event won by
Caroline Macpherson, Katrina Foote, Sally Stuttard
and Chris Thomas.
The Barometer Pairs event held at
Woolavington Village Hall on 23 July, was won by Caroline
Macpherson and Andy Ridgers and runners up Steve Fletcher
and Shirley Durrant.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
THE winners of the new Midland Regional
Improver’s Simultaneous Pairs competition,
played in early July at Spondon and Solihull, are
members of Newcastle-under-Lyme & District
Bridge Club. The trophies were presented at Newcastle to
Steve Smith and Jason Webb by EBU board member Darren
Evetts and Linda Curtis Staffs & Shrops chair on July 20th.
The runners up, Anna Lis and John Higgs, are also Staffs &
Shrops players being members of Wolverhampton Bridge
Club.
Wolverhampton Bridge Club celebrated its 10th
Anniversary at the Shaw Rd Business Park Premises on 28
August. Rob Marris, MP for Wolverhampton South West, was
there. Rob originally cut the ribbon in 2006 and he returned
for a celebratory drink, cake and a game of bridge.
Stafford Bridge Club had its fourth away weekend in April
and plans another in April 2017. The venues have ranged
from Lytham St. Anne’s, Quedgeley (near Gloucester) and
Marston (near Grantham) all of which have been very
successful and owe much to club chairman, David
Drinkwater, for his organisation of the bridge sessions.
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Steve Smith and Jason Webb, winners of the new Midland
Regional Improver’s Simultaneous Pairs being presented
with a trophy by Linda Curtis, Staffs & Shrops chair, and
EBU board member Darren Evetts

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
WINNERS of the Mixed Pairs: 1st, Andrew & Jane
Moore, 2nd, Din Gudka & Cathy Rowland, 3rd,
May Li and John Gan.
Winners of the Senior Pairs, 1st, Andrew & Jane Moore,
2nd, Jill & Roger Tattersfield, 3rd, Jeff Orton & Rick Hanley.

Surrey
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey
WINNERS of the Wanborough Cup were the
Mayfield team of Roger Morton, Tim Cook,
Bernard Pike and Derek Norman.
Winners of the AGM Bracketed Pairs were A,
Jeffrey Allerton and Peter Lee; B, Roger Pratt and Maciej
Pilecki.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Janet Cretchley and Susan
Napper who won this year's SCCBA Venture Pairs at
Worthing Bridge Club. The runners-up were Marie
Willey and Susan Pettit.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
DAVID Jones and Mike Northwood were
convincing winners of the County Senior Pairs.
A Division winners of the Warwickshire Pairs
And Coventry Pairs Leagues were George
Cuthbertson and Ian Handley and Steve Green
and Martin Jones respectively.
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The final of the Coventry Open Cup was won by
Menagerie (Darren Evetts, Susan Norton, Roger Bryant and
Malcolm Oliver - Simon Creasey and Adrain Knight played in
earlier rounds).

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
ALTHOUGH two heats of the Grand Prix teams
have already been held, there is nothing to
prevent more teams joining in the fun – possibly
to try the event out in preparation for playing in
all the heats next year. It’s a very sociable and
enjoyable event – come along and give it a try if you’re not in
one of the teams already involved!
It’s not too late to enter for the Irene Allen Non-Expert
Swiss Pairs which will be held on 16th Oct at Claines.
The Healey Cup, the WCBA Inter-Club Teams of Eight
event will be held at Claines on 20 Nov. We hope every club
in both Worcestershire and Herefordshire will be able to send
a team. Similarly the County will hold a Christmas Charity
Swiss Teams event at Cutnall Green on 12 Dec – get your team
organised now so that you can start to celebrate Christmas
early!

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
WADDINGTON Shield: Heather Hobson, Roy
Garthwaite, Pearl & Denis Murphy defeated Tom
Gisborne’s team by 10 IMPs in the final.

Yorkshire Trophy: Ian Johns, John O’Sullivan, Adrian
Goulding & Geoff Newman defeated Anthony Abraham’s
team by 63 IMPs in the final.
Affiliated Clubs Teams: The winners were Doncaster
(Barbara Bowler, Julia Staniforth, Geoff Kenyon & Richard
Draycott).
John Gerrard Simultaneous Pairs: 1st, Judy Holt & Steve
Roswald (Scarborough); 2nd, Ian Johns & John O'Sullivan
(Wakefield);
3rd, Kevin Moody & Debbie Allen
(Richmondshire); 4th, Phil Godfrey & Alan Jarvis (Leeds);
5th, Patrick Trevanion & Stuart Barrett (Huddersfield).
Castle Swiss Pairs: 1st, Gillian McMullan & Neil Thomas;
2nd, Bazil Caygill & Matthew Kiggins; 3rd, Kevin Hawkins &
Heather Hobson.
Malton Cup: 1st, Tom Copeland, David Waxman, Richard
Pike & Dominic Rayner; 2nd, John Kimpton, Keith
Sowerbutts, Tim Prior & Paul Brereton.
Peter Littlewood Trophy: 1st, Frank Littlewood & David
Musson; 2nd, Sandy Davies & Dave Robinson; Ian Martin &
Gill Copeland.
Yorkshire Flitch: 1st, Ian & Julie Grant; 2nd, Jim & Shona
Tate; 3rd, Toby & Ann Wall
Play without the Experts Swiss Pairs: 1st, Anne Kimberley
& Linda James; 2nd, Pat Brockway & Kathie Gill; 3rd, David
Norcross & Terry Jacobs.

The deadline for submission of
articles for the December issue is
7 October

In Memoriam
BRIAN JACKSON 1938-2016 (London): Brian Jackson
wrote occasional articles about bridge-playing. He was not a
high-profile player, but made his living from the game,
gracing most London Rubber Bridge Clubs either as an
excellent host or, post-retirement, as a player. Unlike most
hosts he wasn’t over-endowed with ego. He never lectured a
partner, and famously claimed that after any hand there were
only two things that a host should say. They were either ‘Well
done, partner’ or ‘Bad luck, partner’. Anything else he viewed
as unprofessional. This, of course, paid practical dividends, as
well. Even the club duffer knows when he’s made a mess of
things (he may not understand why, mind you) and the
important thing is to get him on to the next hand without
him worrying about a hand that’s already history.
Growing up during the Blitz (‘After that, a rubber with
R***** A**** was pretty much plain sailing,’ he once said),
South Londoner Brian went through grammar school and
studied Chemistry at college. He and the test tube soon fell
out, and he left in order to pursue a life outside the world of
science. National Service intervened, and he subsidised his
meagre RAF pay with regular trips to the Mayfair Bridge
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Studio for the big 6d game, capitalising on the skill he’d
picked up when he should have been learning the Periodic
Table.
After National Service he fell among good bridge players,
and soon decided that the world of commerce (having
sampled the insurance and oil industries) was not for him.
After a short spell subbing for Irving Rose as host at
Crockfords he took the job up full-time, first at Curzon
House, then at Green Street, Mayfair, where he enjoyed a long
residency. It was at Green Street that he honed his trade, and
after a brief spell at the London School of Bridge in the King’s
Road, where he delighted in playing in a low-stake game
because he enjoyed the company, he moved to the higher
stake club at St. James’ moving to TGR when that club opened
(essentially St. James’ moved a mile up the road).
If Brian came up to you with a hand scrawled on a piece of
paper, it was always instructive – he was always on the lookout
for hands that had a point. He wasn’t a result merchant – the
story would end either with ‘I managed to wake up just in
time and spot that,’ or ‘I came a cropper on that one’. He
wasn’t interested in proving how clever he was.
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Have you caught up with the latest YouTube videos giving tips for excellent
bidding and play? Here are a few from a ‘Plan, Count, Plan’ series.

Plan, Count, Plan
by David Bakhshi
http://tinyurl.com/jgkf5vy

Plan, Count, Plan
by Gilad Ofir
http://tinyurl.com/hs34joc

Plan, Count, Plan
by Nevena Senior
http://tinyurl.com/j9udlxf

Plan, Count, Plan
by John Carruthers
http://tinyurl.com/j7f282m
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